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Abstract 

 This thesis investigates advanced techniques to control multilayer ceramic composite 

(MCC) 3D geometry and layer architecture. MCCs have tremendous potential to significantly 

change a variety of fields due to their ability to withstand extreme environments. However, our 

limited ability to shape them into complex objects impedes these efforts. To address this issue, two 

techniques have been introduced: fill coating and bilayer shrinkage driven self-shaping. Central to 

both techniques is the control of residual stresses experienced by MCCs during sintering. In the 

case of fill coating and the control of layer architecture, these residual stresses needed to be reduced 

to prevent the fracture of the novel internal cathode tubular solid oxide fuel cell (IC-tSOFC). This 

was achieved with the adoption of extended sintering procedures which promoted plastic 

deformation processes like creep stress relaxation. The novel fill coating technique used to produce 

IC-tSOFCs was then investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to ensure that the 

deposited films were highly uniform and comparable to films deposited using the more mature dip 

coating technique. The electrochemical performance of the IC-tSOFC was then thoroughly 

evaluated on a variety of fuel streams including pure hydrogen, dilute hydrogen, simulated exhaust 

from a boiler, and simulated exhaust from a two-stroke internal combustion engine. 

 The second focus of this thesis takes advantage of the residual stresses that complicated 

IC-tSOFC development rather than dissipating them. By using the mismatch in the thermal 

expansion coefficient between adjacent layers within planar MCCs, curvature may be introduced. 

Substrates were produced using tape casting and a thin film was then added to this substrate using 

aerosol spray deposition. By controlling the thickness of the substrate and film, as well as the 2D 

shape of the substrate and pattern of the applied film, the curvature and shape of the final self-



formed part was controlled. Beyond demonstration of this novel manufacturing technique, 

investigation into curvature and shape prediction using analytical and finite element method 

(FEM) modeling enabled the development of a methodology to design parts using self-shaping.  

 Initial investigations focused on predicting curvature. Though a disagreement between 

modeling and experiment was observed, an experimental TEC was introduced to replicate 

experimental results in FEM modeling. This understanding of the 2D curvature was then extended 

to three dimensions to analyze shape. Predictions regarding bifurcation between cap-like and tube-

like deformation modes was applied to the ceramic system using FEM modeling and experiment. 

These predictions were shown to be consistent with theoretical understanding. Similarly, bending 

direction for tube-like deformation was shown to be generally consistent with theoretical 

understanding, but here FEM modeling struggled to reliably predict the final 3D geometry of 

shapes with high degrees of symmetry, and experimental samples experienced misorientation of 

bending, indicating that models may need to be expanded to include a greater variety of forces 

controlling deformation.  

 Overall, this thesis shows successful development of novel manufacturing techniques to 

enable wider application of ceramic materials. While the IC-tSOFC introduces new combined heat 

and power-SOFC systems to be explored, self-shaping ceramics introduces a variety of 

fundamental questions regarding the underlying mechanism driving bilayer shrinkage within 

MCCs as well as full understanding of the interaction between 2D substrate shape and film pattern 

at any scale.  
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1. Introduction 

 Multilayer ceramic composites (MCCs) including solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), solid 

oxide electrolyzer cells (SOECs), solid-state batteries, and solid oxide reaction chambers (SORCs) 

have tremendous potential to improve our ability to generate and store energy, reduce emissions, 

and produce clean fuels. Unfortunately, the difficulties associated with the manufacturing of 

complex ceramic objects limit their application. This has motivated the development of novel film 

deposition and self-shaping techniques to improve our ability to customize MCC geometry for its 

intended applications. 

 The work presented in this dissertation focuses on the development of a technique to coat 

the inside of a tubular ceramic support with a uniform, microscale film. The stress-state 

experienced by the MCC during sintering initially resulted in fracture, but after modifying the 

sintering process, the deposition technique and development of the internal cathode tubular SOFC 

(IC-tSOFC) was ultimately successful. Though initially an obstacle, the residual stresses observed 

hinted at the ability to develop an advanced manufacturing method where the mismatched thermal 

expansion coefficients (TECs) between adjacent layers of the MCC could be used to control the 

deformation of ceramic sheets, enabling the production of complex 3D geometries. In addition to 

developing the manufacturing process itself, significant work was necessary to be able to reliably 

predict the final shape of any given combination of 2D sheet shape and film pattern utilizing finite 

element method (FEM) modeling, theoretical analysis, and experiment.  

1.1 Background 

 Ceramic materials possess a unique set of thermal, mechanical, and chemical properties 

which motivate their usage in a wide variety of fields including aerospace [1], power 
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generation/storage [2], electronics [3], micro-electro-mechanical systems [4], and even medical 

implants [5]. However, forming complex high-definition ceramic structures is difficult and, in 

some cases, impossible (as with hinges, encapsulated structures, and chains). Manufacturing is 

further complicated by the drastic shrinkage, cracking, and warpage that occurs when the ceramic 

green body is sintered [6–9]. For MCCs the available geometries are further limited to only tubular 

and planar forms often with restricted layer architectures, e.g., the inability to internally deposit 

thin films in tubular substrates.  

 The SOFC is an MCC designed for energy conversion which can use a greater variety of 

fuels than the more common proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) by utilizing high 

temperature ceramic materials. Hydrogen and carbon monoxide can be used directly as fuels while 

hydrocarbons such as methane, ethane, and butane can be used indirectly through internal 

reforming within the anode of the SOFC [10,11] or with external reformers [12–14]. This 

flexibility is largely due to the key difference between PEMFCs and SOFCs. PEMFCs transport 

hydrogen ions through the electrolyte whereas SOFCs transport oxygen ions as shown in Figure 

1.1. This allows for the direct oxidation of fuel species, giving a high fuel flexibility and impurity 

tolerance.  
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of SOFC showing routing of fuel and oxidant (air) streams, path of 

oxygen ions, oxidation of fuel species, path of electrons, and cell layers. Adapted from [15]. 

 While SOFCs benefit from their flexibility in fuel choice and purity, they are often limited 

in application by available cell geometries. For example, combustion chambers provide heat and 

fuel reformation [16–20] which are necessary for SOFC operation, but currently available tSOFC 

geometries require significant modifications to the existing combustion system for 

integration [21,22].  Rather than focusing on altering these systems, the goal arises to tailor the 

tSOFC geometry to enable easy integration into combustion chambers with the development of 

novel manufacturing techniques. This has prompted the development of fill coating, a process 

where the interior of a tubular ceramic support is coated with electrolyte and cathode films, 

achieving the desired IC-tSOFC geometry and architecture.  
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 However, this development was delayed by the high fracture rate experienced by IC-

tSOFCs. While the traditional external cathode tSOFC (EC-tSOFC) consisted of the same 

materials and layer thicknesses as the IC-tSOFC, the change in architecture imposed a nontrivial 

change in the stress state of the cell. As opposed to the electrolyte layer contracting onto the anode 

substrate in the case of the EC-tSOFC, the internal electrolyte of the IC-tSOFC exerted a tensile 

stress on the anode support, increasing the Von Mises stress beyond critical levels resulting in 

fracture as will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. While this can be resolved by extending the 

sintering cooldown procedure to promote plastic deformation mechanisms such as creep stress 

relaxation [23–25], it offers the potential to serve as a currently unexplored self-shaping 

mechanism for MCCs.   

 Self-shaping is a well-explored topic within the world of soft matter physics and has been 

executed in polymer [26–30] and metallic [31,32] material systems with some recent work 

beginning to look at ceramic and glass systems [33–36]. The general goal is to form flat sheets 

into intricately shaped objects without the need for time-intensive 3D printing and with the 

potential to actuate the final structure [37,38]. For ceramic materials, self-shaping offers a much 

greater variety of 3D geometries not available with traditional manufacturing methods such as tape 

casting, dip coating, extrusion, or shell casting and are not restricted by the material limitations 

associated with 3D printing. Current methods, however, have been restricted by the operative 

mechanism chosen. For example, by printing filamentous sheets intricate shapes may be formed, 

but the sheet itself is highly permeable, limiting final application [34,35]. Other methods can 

produce a dense final part by aligning oblong pore formers on the surface of the ceramic sheet, but 

this limits the process to anisotropic global deformation [33]. Very recent work offers flexibility 

in highly controllable local isotropic shrinkage, but because the substrates are formed using 3D 
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printing, the difficulties associated with 3D printing apply here as well [36]. A method to 

circumvent many of these limitations is to create a composite where a substrate is coated with a 

film of different TEC. By controlling the 2D sheet shape and film pattern various combinations of 

global and local isotropic or anisotropic shrinkage can be used to form fully dense ceramic parts. 

The work presented here uses experiment, theory, and computational modeling to understand this 

self-shaping process. As a result, complex MCCs can now be produced enabling SOFC adoption 

into a wide variety of untouched applications. 

1.2 Objectives 

 The objective of the present research was to develop advanced manufacturing techniques 

to produce currently inaccessible MCC geometries. This work involves the deposition of ceramic 

films through the novel fill-coating process and a modified aerosol spray deposition technique to 

produce novel tubular MCC architectures as well as invoke self-shaping of planar forms. Though 

each technique was relatively simple to execute, developing procedures to control and utilize the 

significant residual stresses present within MCCs proved to be the more research-intensive task, 

necessitating a full understanding of the behavior of ceramic materials during sintering through 

literature review, experimental analysis of various MCCs, FEM modeling of MCCs, and a 

comparison against current understanding of the behavior of canonical shapes experiencing self-

shaping. To address these needs, the following objectives are given: 

▪ Develop and evaluate a method for internally depositing a uniform microscale film within 

tubular substrates using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electrochemical 

performance analysis  

▪ Develop method to apply patterned microscale film to planar substrates 
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▪ Analyze behavior of experimentally produced self-shaping ceramic composites with 

homogeneous deposited films with canonical shapes 2D sheet shapes including squares, 

rectangles, and circles 

▪ Determine bending preference for disks, rectangles, and other canonical shapes 

▪ Develop 3D finite element model of ceramic composite experiencing bilayer shrinkage 

1.3 Research Scope 

 The scope of this work is to develop two novel film deposition techniques combined with 

modification of sintering procedures to produce currently unavailable geometries of MCCs. A 

combination of literature review, experimental manufacturing, physical characterization using 

SEM and mechanical testing, electrochemical performance analysis, and computational modeling 

are used to achieve this goal. 

 First, a novel process, fill coating, which is similar to dip coating was used to deposit an 

electrolyte film inside of a tubular support yielding IC-tSOFCs. This film is examined and 

compared to films produced using dip coating via SEM and electrochemical performance analysis. 

The electrochemical performance analysis looks at performance in hydrogen fuel streams to 

identify the peak power production capabilities as well as simulated combustion exhaust to 

evaluate efficacy in the intended application of integration into combustion systems. FEM is then 

used to understand why the IC-tSOFC geometry was uniquely susceptible to fracture during 

sintering.  

 Second, the process for depositing a patterned film onto a planar substrate is examined 

through experimental work and FEM modeling. This again involves the use of SEM to analyze 

physical characteristics of the film and substrate. The deformation of the entire structure is then 
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determined for a variety of substrate and film thicknesses and 2D sheet shapes. An FEM model is 

developed to predict the bilayer self-shaping process. These experiments and models are compared 

against analytical models developed from previous work by S. Timoshenko [39], G. G. 

Stoney [40] Pezzula et al. [41], and Alben et al. [42] to determine to what extent current 

understanding of bilayer shrinkage driven self-shaping may be directly applied to the ceramic 

system and to identify unique behaviors worthy of further investigation. 

1.4 Dissertation Organization 

 Chapter 1 introduces the history, background, and motivation for developing advanced 

manufacturing of MCCs. A summary of currently underexplored material systems and 

deformation mechanisms is offered to motivate the research carried out for this dissertation. 

 Chapter 2 is a literature review of previous work that supports the investigation into fill 

coating and the development of the IC-tSOFC by analyzing ceramics manufacturing processes 

with a focus on behaviors exhibited during sintering. This is then extended to utilize the residual 

stresses that develop during sintering to self-shape ceramic sheets. Finally, current understanding 

of the relationships between 2D sheet shape, film pattern, and final 3D geometry is explored.  

 Chapter 3 presents the development of the IC-tSOFC. Behaviors unique to this geometry 

of cell are addressed as well as thorough analysis of the mechanical and electrochemical properties 

of the deposited film. Mechanical analysis is carried out with SEM surveying of experimental 

samples and electrochemical performance analysis is performed using benchtop testing with 

various fuel mixtures obtained from analysis of combustion chamber exhaust and chemical 

equilibrium analysis (CEA). Finally, FEM modeling is used to understand the defect which 

plagued initial development of the IC-tSOFC. 
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 Chapter 4 describes experimental work associated with the development of the method to 

form self-shaping MCCs using bilayer shrinkage. Analysis of MCC layer characteristics is 

performed using SEM and 3D geometry of self-shaped samples is presented and classified. This 

experimental work is compared against 2D and 3D FEM models of MCCs to predict curvature and 

shape. 

 Chapter 5 gives conclusions and future work with a focus on fundamental questions that 

can be explored with self-shaping ceramics.    
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2. Literature Review 

2.1.1 SOFC Architecture 

 SOFCs consist of three active layers which transport gases, oxygen ions, and electrons 

while catalyzing the reactions necessary for SOFC operation. The anode accepts fuel species and 

catalyzes the breakdown and subsequent oxidation of the fuel ions. Most commonly it is a NiO 

cermet (ceramic metal) with (ZrO2)0.92 + (Y2O3)0.08 (yttria-stabilized zirconia, YSZ). The NiO is 

reduced by the presence of hydrogen into Ni metal before SOFC power generation begins. The Ni 

metal then catalyzes the breakdown of fuel species into reactive ions while the YSZ transports 

oxygen ions produced at the cathode to the fuel ions. These species combine and release electrons 

which travel through the Ni metal to external circuitry, providing electrical power. The formation 

of bonds between the fuel ions and oxygen ions also releases thermal energy. Interestingly, 

reactions only occur in the volume where pores containing gaseous fuels, oxygen ion conductors 

(YSZ), and electron conductors (Ni) converge, known as the triple phase boundary [15]. This 

region is at the interface between the dense electrolyte and porous anode and extends ~10 µm into 

the anode as determined experimentally using X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) [43,44]. The 

microstructure of the anode is especially important as gaseous fuel species and exhaust species 

must be able to rapidly enter and exit this layer to maintain high power densities. At high current 

densities, these transport processes limit the power production of the cell contributing to mass 

concentration losses. Despite these potential issues, it is easy and inexpensive to make highly 

porous anodes which are also highly electrically conductive, so this layer frequently also provides 

the mechanical support for the cell with thicknesses ranging from ~500 µm to ~100 µm [45]. 
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 The electrolyte plays a much simpler role in the SOFC, maintaining separation between 

the oxidant and fuel streams, and preventing the passage of electrons while permitting the passage 

of oxygen ions. To minimize the ohmic resistance caused by the transport of oxygen ions, this 

layer is designed to be highly dense, but extremely thin often with thicknesses of ~20 µm. This 

layer must be uniform to prevent the formation of hot spots due to locally high ionic 

conductance [46,47]. This layer normally consists of only YSZ, but some work has shown 

increased power production with the use of a buffer layer between the YSZ electrolyte and 

alternative cathode materials. This buffer layer consists of doped ceria, usually (CeO2)x +

(Sm2O3)1−x (Samaria-doped ceria, SDC) with a Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ (BSCF) cathode [48]. 

BSCF is generally a higher performing cathode than the LaMnO3 (LSM) cathode, but BSCF and 

YSZ form an insulative barrier consisting of interspecies compounds like BaZrO2 which 

significantly degrade performance  [48,49]. This prevents BSCF from being directly used with 

YSZ electrolytes. The addition of SDC prevents direct contact between YSZ and BSCF, preventing 

the formation of this barrier. In addition to material selection, operation at high temperatures can 

improve SOFC power generation. These high temperatures are necessary to ensure sufficient ionic 

conductivity of the electrolyte ultimately requiring SOFC systems to obtain cell temperatures in 

excess of 700 oC with peak power generation often occurring at 850 oC or 900 oC [50–52].  

 Finally, the cathode catalyzes the formation of oxygen ions with the supply of electrons 

generated at the anode from the external circuitry. As described above, this layer consists of 

perovskite type materials such as LSM or BSCF combined with electrolyte material as in the anode 

to form a triple phase boundary where incoming gaseous oxidant, ion-conducting material, and 

electron-conducting material intersect. The triple phase boundary in the cathode is smaller than in 

the anode, typically penetrating only ~5 µm into the cathode [44,53,54]. Cathode materials also 
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tend to be less electrically conductive than the Ni anode partially due to the highly oxidative 

environment of the cathode, necessitating the usage of current collecting layers such as a thin film 

of silver. Alternative materials such as La0.95Ni0.60Co0.40O3 (LNC) can be used to improve 

electrical conductivity, but as with LSCF, there is potential to form insulative interspecies 

compounds prompting the use of multilayered cathodes where the LNC does not make direct 

contact with YSZ. An SOFC schematic with this multilayer cathode is shown in Figure 2.1 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic of SOFC showing bilayer cathode to improve electrical conductivity. 

Routing of ions, gases, and electrons is also shown. 

 Often SOFCs are used in planar stacks where tape casted SOFCs are separated by 

interconnects which provide electrical connection and gas routing to the cell [15]. This design is 

very effective for stable, stationary power generation. Due to the high amount of ceramic sealant 

needed, these stacks can run into leakage issues when operated under high thermal cycling [55]. 

As such, tSOFCs are often used in mobile and high cycling applications because of their minimal 

sealant usage [18,56,57]. This cell geometry enables the development of FFCs which utilize the 

heat and exhaust gases produced by a combustion reaction to generate electrical power.  
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2.1.2 Flame-Assisted Fuel Cell 

 Given the above temperature requirement for SOFC operation and the need for the 

reformation of larger hydrocarbons, a system that already meets both these requirements is ideal 

for SOFC application. Conveniently, combustion systems produce temperatures that are ideal for 

SOFC operation. When combustion is completed in fuel-rich conditions high concentrations of 

hydrogen and carbon monoxide (collectively referred to as synthesis gas or syngas) are produced. 

Also, these systems need retrofitting to meet the strict emissions goals of modern-day engineering. 

The resulting combined heat and power (CHP) system can offer many benefits over the heating 

system itself including increased overall efficiency, removal of harmful gases like carbon 

monoxide from exhaust, and resilience during extreme weather events [21,22,52,58,59].  

 There are a variety of different designs for SOFC-CHP systems. The simplest is to place a 

planar SOFC into a flame as shown in Figure 2.2. This arrangement, referred to as a direct flame 

fuel cell (DFFC), has achieved high power densities, but often experiences issues with power 

instability as a result of variations in oxidant supply to the cathode [60–62]. This arrangement has 

also shown low fuel utilization and electrical efficiency as well as high sensitivity to the location 

relative to the combustion reaction.  
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of no-chamber direct flame fuel cell. Adapted from [15]. 

 Higher stability in power production as well as higher peak power densities can be achieved 

by utilizing a flame-assisted fuel cell (FFC) arrangement. Again, a combustion reaction is used to 

produce heat and syngas, but the SOFC is placed outside of the actual flame as shown in Figure 

2.3. High power densities as well as highly stable power production has been achieved with FFCs 

operating with methane, propane, and butane as fuels [16,20,59]. With less sensitivity to the 

location relative to the combustion reaction, temperature and fuel/oxidant supply to the cell can be 

better controlled and more predictable performance can be obtained. FFC systems have also used 

porous media combustors to promote high efficiency reformation of methane into syngas for SOFC 

operation [63,64].  
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of flame-assisted fuel cell. Adapted from [20]. 

 In the FFC arrangement developed by Milcarek et al. [16,20,59], an initial fuel-rich 

chamber was used to support SOFC operation, and then a fuel-lean chamber downstream of the 

SOFC stack reacted with any remaining combustible species to ensure high overall system 

efficiency in a rich-burn quick mix fuel-lean burn (RFQL) chamber [17]. This chamber was 

ultimately limited by the available fuel cell geometries. In particular, the need to route the fuel 

containing exhaust through the inside of the cell caused the need to form separate chambers within 

the combustor. Though this was an effective solution, integration into systems like boilers which 

use a radial burner surrounded by a concentric heat exchanger cannot adopt this dual-chamber 

design. Also, retrofitting existing systems was complicated by the need to significantly change 

existing exhaust routing. As such, recent work has investigated another SOFC-CHP geometry that 

uses an FFC arrangement without the dual-stage combustion previously necessary as shown in 

Figure 2.3 [50]. The resulting geometry has the physical support provided by the anode, but the 

cathode layer is deposited inside the tube. This internal cathode tSOFC (IC-tSOFC) allows oxidant 

to be routed internally, and the entire cell can be placed directly in a combustion reaction or fed 

exhaust from a combustion reaction. This eliminates the complex geometry requirements 

associated with tSOFCs with an external cathode (EC-tSOFCs) and allows for a greater variety of 

SOFC-CHP system geometries. 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of combustor fuel-rich fuel-lean combustor with FFC stack. Adapted 

from [22]. 

2.2 Survey of Ceramics Forming Methods for Solid Oxide Fuel Cells 

 One possible strategy to categorize various ceramic forming methods is whether the 

material being formed is in a liquid/gel suspension or is a compacted powder/clay. As such, tape 

casting, dip coating, spray deposition, and slip casting fall under the first category while dry 

pressing and extrusion fall under the second category. 3D printing will also be discussed as it is a 

promising modern method for forming ceramics into complex objects, though the limitations 

associated with 3D printing motivating the development of alternative techniques such as self-

shaping will be described in detail.  

 Mohamed Rahaman in his book Ceramic Processing [65] points out the ease with which 

liquid forming methods can be used to create large ceramic objects easily. Unfortunately, there are 

many limitations associated with these methods. These methods use a colloidal suspension of 

ceramic particles, and shape that suspension through the deposition of thin films or coating of 

molds. This applied film/coating is then dried and sintered to form a solid ceramic object. Drying 

the deposited film is a major limiting factor in the application of this technique. Uniform drying 

of the film is necessary to avoid defects such as the formation of mud cracks [66,67]. To promote 
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uniform drying, the thickness of the film must remain at less than ~1 mm and the temperature, 

humidity, and composition of the drying atmosphere often must be controlled. Many of the 

solvents used in liquid processing such as toluene also pose significant health threats requiring 

drying to be performed in fume hoods or ventilated chambers. Finally, the high concentration of 

solvent/binder/plasticizer in liquid forming methods causes significant shrinkage from the original 

casted film to the green body to the final ceramic object making obtaining precise final dimensions 

of the ceramic part hard to obtain [65,68]. 

 In contrast, solid forming methods are less numerous and have limited application. Dry 

pressing is primarily used in initial experimental investigations which focus on the ease with which 

dry pressing may be done with novel materials. Extrusion on the other hand is more commercially 

viable, capable of producing high volumes of SOFC physical support layers with relative ease. 

However, geometry is limited to tubular forms with this method and high ratios of wall thickness 

to cross-sectional area are needed to avoid collapse of the green body during drying.  

2.2.1 Tape Casting 

 Tape casting is well-suited for SOFC production and is therefore one of the most common 

commercial techniques [69]. Often, the physical support for the cell, whether it be electrolyte or 

anode supported, is produced via tape casting. In this process a colloidal suspension with relatively 

low viscosity on the order of tens or single Pa·s is vigorously ball-milled often in stages with the 

entire mixing process lasting for longer than 76 hours to ensure a homogeneous mixture. A 

bottomless hopper with two doctor blades placed on top of a polymer sheet is filled with this 

mixture. The polymer sheet is then pulled underneath the hopper at a constant rate while the doctor 

blades control the thickness of the casted film, often with the first doctor blade set at twice the 
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height of the second blade to improve the uniformity of the final film. The wet tape is then pulled 

into a drying chamber where initial drying causes an ~60% reduction in the thickness of the cast 

film. Once dry, the tape can be rolled and stored for later use or cut into the desired final shape. 

This method is often used to form the anode and electrolyte, but alternative methods are frequently 

used to deposit the cathode such as aerosol spray deposition to ensure this layer is sufficiently thin. 

 For the sake of this work, two topics are of interest, what processing parameters determine 

the thickness of tape, and how to avoid common defects. Regarding the first topic, a simple 

expression has been given in the literature [65] providing the tape cast slurry is well approximated 

as a Newtonian viscous liquid. The height of the dry, cast tape ℎ𝑑 may be given by: 

ℎ𝑑 =
𝛼𝛽

2

𝜌𝑤

𝜌𝑑
 ℎ0 (1 +

ℎ0
2Δ𝑝

6𝜂𝑈𝐿
)    ( 2.1 ) 

in relation to correction factors 𝛼, 𝛽, densities of the slurry and dried tape 𝜌𝑤 , 𝜌𝑑  length and height 

of the doctor blade 𝐿, ℎ0, viscosity of the slurry 𝜂, pressure difference between the hopper and exit 

of doctor blade Δ𝑝, and the relative speed of the doctor blade to the tape 𝑈. This relationship can 

be simplified so that the height of dry tape ℎ𝑑 is directly proportional only to the height of the 

doctor blade ℎ0 if the second term in the brackets is small, as is the case for relatively thin tapes 

(<200 𝜇m) processed with “normal” parameters (15 – 50 cm·min-1 speed, ~30 % organic 

concentration in slurry, and commercially available tape casting equipment). This relationship 

demonstrates the ease with which the process can be used to reliably produce tapes of well-

controlled thickness. Even for larger tapes, empirically determining the thickness produced for a 

given set of parameters is simple and repeatable.  

 The primary limitation that arises with utilizing this process is the above-mentioned drying 

of the cast film. In addition to the overall shrinkage of the green body, further defects and warping 
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may occur as a result of nonuniform drying and segregation of particles. Drying that is too rapid 

may cause cavities within the tape to form. Drying that is too slow can allow large particles which 

more rapidly come out of suspension to settle at the bottom of the tape introducing anisotropy in 

particle size perpendicular to the tape. During sintering, this can cause a variation in shrinkage 

through the thickness of the tape causing warpage. Interestingly, this effect has been used to 

controllably deform the structure as will be discussed in 2.3.2 based on work from Ding et al. [36]. 

Similarly, the binder may segregate to the top surface of the tape due to its relatively low density. 

This enhances particle segregation and therefore increases warpage during sintering.  

 Despite these issues, if a tape of appropriate thickness (between 10 µm and 1000 µm) is 

dried at an appropriate rate large planar sheets of ceramic may be formed. These are then ready to 

be laminated together by hot-pressing or by spraying with subsequent materials. As we will see, 

this planar substrate is also perfect for executing advanced manufacturing techniques by altering 

the processes through which materials are added to this basic form.  

2.2.2 Extrusion 

 Extrusion is a much more common technique with wide commercial application and is one 

of the only commonly found dry forming methods. This method enables the creation of a wide 

variety of tubular forms including hollow tubes with various external and internal cross-sectional 

geometries. These forms are particularly useful for SOFCs. The high operating temperatures 

needed for SOFC operation impose significant thermal stresses which cause mechanically inferior 

components of the SOFC stack such as the sealant rapidly degrading [55,70]. Tubular forms are 

almost entirely self-sealing and can continue operation even with minor degradation of the sealant. 

As a result, tSOFCs have shown impressive robustness to aggressive thermal cycling, withstanding 
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3,000 rapid thermal cycles, and even showing improved performance after this testing 

program [57]. This has motivated their usage in a wide variety of DFFC and FFC systems and 

investigations [16,18,20,22,45,59,64,71–82]. The limiting factor here, however, is that the 

extruded tube is relatively thick (>300 µm) motivating the anode to be the physical support that is 

extruded due to the favorable properties described in 2.1.1. The subsequent dip coating processes 

used to apply the electrolyte and cathode is described in section 2.2.5. then force the anode to be 

the internal tube surface and the cathode to be the external tube surface. This imposes the need to 

route fuel species internally, a system constraint that complicates integration into combustion 

chambers or other fuel containing environments. Work that addressed this geometric limitation 

will be described in chapter 3. 

2.2.3 Dry Pressing 

 The other common dry forming method, dry pressing, is not used extensively in the 

commercial production of SOFCs, but it is frequently used at the research and development stage 

thanks to the absence of additives to the ceramic powder being pressed. Dry pressing is a simple 

method where ceramic powder is placed into a die and compacted via a hydraulic press. The 

resulting structure is limited in size due to the exponentially increasing pressure needed to 

sufficiently compact increasing diameters of dye. Also, the green body is extremely fragile due to 

the absence of binders, often fracturing during removal from the dye, preventing the production of 

thin green bodies. These limitations demotivate application within the commercial sense but the 

inherent lab-scale size and purity of green body enabling insensitivity to the use of novel materials 

make this technique well-suited to research. Some of the first experiments with DFFCs utilized 

dry pressed cells [60] similarly much of the initial work investigated SOFC materials as alternative 
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catalytic converters utilized dry pressed cells to facilitate the use of novel materials for which more 

advanced manufacturing recipes did not exist [83].  

2.2.4 Aerosol Spray Deposition 

 Whether it be through tape casting, dry pressing, or extrusion, the physical support needs 

to be coated with two more active films. These additional layers need not provide mechanical 

strength for the cell, so their thickness may be specifically designed to be optimal for cell 

performance. As mentioned above, the electrolyte should ideally be 10-20 µm while the cathode 

can be as thin as 5 µm. One of the best ways to deposit these extremely thin films (and films even 

thinner than these) while maintaining uniformity is aerosol spray deposition. In this method, a 

small amount of ceramic powder, typically less than 5 %wt. is added to a solvent with a small 

addition of dispersant to minimize droplet formation of the deposited film [84]. After ball milling, 

this slurry is passed through a spray atomizer and coated onto the substrate. In its simplest iteration, 

this process can be carried out using a commonly available hobby spray gun. Again, this 

methodology can have issues with nonuniform drying resulting in cracking due to the relatively 

high thickness of material being deposited. For the cathode, this is unimportant as the cathode 

primarily serves to catalyze the breakdown of oxygen. However, for the electrolyte this is an 

unacceptable defect. Furthermore, the deposited film is not highly uniform due to the application 

procedure being carried out by humans. Again, this is a deformity which cannot occur with the 

electrolyte. 

 To circumvent both these issues, much more complex machinery exists to deposit smaller 

spray particles in a more controlled manner while depositing significantly less material per coating. 

These methods also use significantly higher air velocities and therefore particle velocities, 
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allowing for the ceramic particle to impact and then strongly adhere to the substrate surface 

forming highly dense and uniform films [85]. This is done by using a syringe pump actuated by a 

stepper motor to control volumetric flow rate of the ceramic slurry, high pressure compressed air 

as “impact air,” and most importantly a nozzle which combines a linear stream of this impact air 

flowing over the exit of the slurry line with ultrasonic vibration of the slurry line to enhance 

separation of droplets and breakdown any cohered particles [86]. The resulting film has all the 

desired properties. The possibility to apply even thinner layers also exists, a particularly useful 

ability when using multilayered electrolytes with buffer layers with thicknesses of 0.40 µm to 2.3 

µm [48].   

2.2.5 Dip Coating 

 There is a major limitation of aerosol spray deposition, and that is time. Spray deposition 

can require the application of 400+ individual layers to form a 20 µm film. This can take hours 

and require large volumes of compressed air. For tubular cells this is a greater issue because each 

cell must be sprayed while mounted onto a rotating fixture. Instead, for tubular cells, dip coating 

may be used, a process where a ceramic substrate is dipped into a slurry and then pulled out at a 

constant rate. Again, though simple in general methodology, control of thickness and consideration 

of defects complicates this process. Several factors are pointed out by Rahaman as contributing to 

the formation and control of this film including viscous drag on the slurry by the upwardly moving 

substrate, gravity, surface tension and gradient of surface tension of the slurry, inertia of the slurry 

as it enters the deposition region far above the surface of the slurry bath, and finally the 

disjoining/conjoining pressure [65]. Though expressions exist to predict the interaction of these 

forces to determine a final film thickness, the accuracy of these predictions is low [87] instead 
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suggesting the desire to empirically determine the thickness of the film deposited for a given set 

of operation parameters.  

2.2.6 3D Printing of Ceramics 

 Beyond the mature techniques used to form ceramic parts, much attention within the field 

of ceramics and glass manufacturing in addition to virtually every other material system has been 

given to 3D printing. Undeniably, this is an extremely potent technique capable of producing 

highly complex parts which would have been impossible just decades ago. Unfortunately, ceramics 

are one of the materials least suited to this shaping strategy. The two primary 3D printing strategies, 

stereolithography and filament extrusion or robocasting encounter various limitations in material 

selection and part geometry due to the issues associated with drying/removal of binders and 

sintering mentioned above as well as the mechanism used to print the final parts. Both strategies 

are primarily carried out with polymer derived ceramics (PDCs). Robocasting methods have been 

carried out with SiOC [34] by mixing the precursor solution as recommended by the manufacturer 

and then extruding via a syringe. A simple yet effective method, but one that is limited to the small 

class of PDCs. Seeing this limitation, Zhang et al. [88] mixed YSZ powder into a photocurable 

resin and proceeded to robocast this suspension. The resulting parts were further able to be 

manipulated and folded before sintering like sheet metal to form complex parts. Both studies, 

however, produced grid-like sheets instead of dense plates limiting application in fields like 

aerodynamic surfaces or SOFCs.  

 Dense parts have been formed using the other key 3D printing strategy, stereolithography, 

with the same PDC [89] and photocurable suspensions [90–93]. These strategies have been highly 

effective at forming a variety of intricate 3D ceramic parts, but material selection limitations still 
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exist. The use of photocurable resins imparts optical transparency limitations on the ceramic 

additive. Alumina, zirconia, and silica have been used, but to this author’s knowledge, SOFC 

materials such as NiO and LSM have not been used, both materials which absorb substantially 

lighter than any of the above materials. The limitations described above regarding drying/removal 

of binders and sintering are especially present here due to the high concentrations of solvents and 

binders. Again, solutions have been found by using a liquid desiccant [90] and vacuum-based 

binder removal processes but these processes become increasingly complex and time consuming 

to avoid the underlying issue of the anisotropic composition of the ceramic green body before and 

during sintering. As a result, forming any large complex object with a high volume to surface area 

ratio is difficult regardless of the manufacturing method.  

 Even more recent work has introduced the idea of 3D printing multimaterial ceramic 

composites [94–96]. This enables the creation of biomimetic structures which combined regions 

of high hardness and low hardness [94] as is seen in structures like lobster shells [97], obtaining 

mechanically superior performance to homogenous ceramic parts. Combinations of multiple 

ceramic materials have also been produced such as multiple zirconias [95] and combinations of 

MoSi2 with zirconias and aluminas. This enables the separation of electrically conductive and 

insulative regions to produce heating elements, or again mechanically complex parts. 

Unfortunately, at this time MCCs with highly dense and uniform ultrathin films have not been 

produced using these methods preventing application with SOFCs, SOECS, etc. Overall, these are 

extremely promising techniques with the potential to significantly change how ceramics 

manufacturing is approached, but there are remaining limitations that can be addressed through 

alternative strategies. 
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2.2.7 Sintering of Ceramic Composites 

 The methods above all describe different methods to form a green body, a collection of 

ceramic particles held together by binders, interparticle friction, and Van der Waals forces [65]. 

As a result, green bodies are very fragile and do not possess the robust properties we often associate 

with ceramics. To transition to extremely hard ceramic parts, the green body must be sintered, or 

as it is known colloquially, “fired.” Sintering is a process where the green body is heated to 

temperatures above ~50% of that material’s melting temperature [68]. At this point, the material 

on the outer surface which is not as strongly bonded as the material within the particle can begin 

to migrate. The thin pool of mobile ceramic coating each particle then begins to form bridges 

between adjacent particles forming a connection that at room temperature gives ceramics very high 

hardness and strength. The driving force for this movement is the minimization of the overall 

system energy. This is done by reducing the overall exposed area in addition to reducing curvature. 

In an idealized system of spherical particles contained within a cubic lattice with 50 % pore volume 

and 50 % ceramic volume, the sintered shape would approach that of the Schwarz P surface [98]. 

Reality, however, is far from this idealized scenario with inhomogeneous particle size and 

distribution. The location of adjacent particles is also not constrained. This introduces the ability 

for particles to decrease their relative distance. Globally this results in densification/shrinkage 

where the pore network reduces in volume. This occurs primarily at the peak sintering temperature 

in a sigmoidal relationship. Depending on the temperature and particle size, and therefore the 

amount of the particle that can melt, the porosity of the green body can be maintained as is desired 

for anode supports by using large particles with added pore former, or any minor porosity can be 

eliminated as desired for the electrolyte by using extremely small particles with no added material 

to create voids.  
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 With MCCs, after the peak sintering temperature hold, the composite still must return to 

room temperature from a temperature of 1350 oC. Now a solid object, the differing thermal 

expansion coefficients can introduce substantial residual stresses resulting in various forms of 

fracture or deformation. The material properties of common SOFC MCCs are given in Table 1 

below from various sources [99–106] These properties can be used in FEM modeling to predict 

the stresses and deformation experienced during and after sintering, an ability which will be 

particularly useful in the following chapters.  

Table 1: Material properties of SOFC components. 

 

2.3 Self-Shaping Materials 

 While the manufacturing methods described above are robust and well-understood, they 

are limited. As discussed, film thicknesses are limited due to drying behaviors, geometries are 

limited due to extruder dyes or mechanical fragility, and the complex stress state that occurs during 

Material Temperature (K) Thermal Expansion Coefficeint (x 10
-6

 K
-1

) Young's Modulus (GPa)

300 3.8 183

600 5.9 176

900 8.0 181

1200 - 181

300 7.9 215

600 9.2 185

900 10.4 156

1200 - 157

300 9.1 195

600 11.3 187

900 12.7 154

1200 - -

NiO-YSZ

YSZ

GDC
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sintering combined with shrinkage and other warpage severely complicates the production of 

complex ceramic parts. Rather than fight these challenges, a novel strategy is to make use of them. 

Within the world of soft materials like polymers and metals (at least within the context of thin 

metal films) this strategy has been explored increasingly within the last few decades with 

explorations ranging from a fundamental understanding of the deformation mechanism, bilayer 

shrinkage [39–41,107] to direct application in complex systems [32,108–111]. An overview of the 

current studies within soft materials is given as well as a brief introduction to current progress in 

applying this methodology to ceramic systems. 

2.3.1 Soft Materials 

 The underlying mechanism used in many self-shaping techniques is commonly referred to 

as bilayer shrinkage, a phenomenon in which two materials are stacked on top of each other either 

with comparable thicknesses as in bimetal thermostats [39] or with a much thinner applied film 

than substrate as with electroplating [40]. These two material stacks, or “plates,” deform as a result 

of differential swelling or shrinking. Analysis of bimaterial plates experiencing bilayer shrinkage 

are generally divided between analysis of curvature and analysis of shape. G. G. Stoney in his 

analysis of electroplating gives an analytically derived expression relating tension within a film 𝜎1 

and the curvature of the composite 𝜅0 [40]. In addition to material parameters including the film 

and substrate thicknesses 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 respectively, the substrate Young’s modulus 𝐸2, and the 

Poisson ratio of the substrate 𝜈2, this relationship may be given as follows: 

𝜎1 =
𝐸2𝑡2

2

6(1−𝜈2)𝑡1
𝜅0      ( 2.1 ) 
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For films with thicknesses less than ~10% the substrate thickness this has been shown to be 

accurate, with improved accuracy of the film and substrate Young’s moduli are similar as is the 

case for NiO-YSZ and YSZ. If the assumption is made that the tension in the film is constant, as 

is supported by Stoney’s experimental observations, a simplified relationship may be given to 

relate the film and substrate thicknesses to the composite curvature: 

1

𝜅0
= 𝑟 ∝

𝑡2
2

𝑡1
≡ 𝜏     ( 2.2 ) 

 This relationship was used to study initial 2D models of ceramic materials experiencing 

bilayer shrinkage, but continuing work instead used S. Timoshenko’s model [39]. Timoshenko’s 

model is better suited to the shaping mechanism actually driving self-shaping ceramics which is 

the shrinkage of materials as temperature changes. Again, the curvature 𝜅0 is given in relation to 

physical characteristics of the materials being examined, but here no tension within the film is 

used: 

κ0 =
6(𝛼2−𝛼1)(𝑇−𝑇0)(1+

𝑡1
𝑡2

)
2

(𝑡1+𝑡2)(3(1+
𝑡1
𝑡2

)
2

+(1+
𝑡1
𝑡2

𝐸1
𝐸2

+
1

𝑡1
𝑡2

𝐸1
𝐸2

 
) )

     ( 2.3 ) 

𝛼 is the TEC, 𝑇 and 𝑇0 refer to the final and initial temperature of the composite, and other 

parameters are consistent with the Stoney model. Here, fewer assumptions are made, allowing for 

varying Young’s moduli of the substrate and film to differ. Unfortunately, the material properties 

used are assumed to be constant in temperature, which for the wide range of temperatures 

experienced during sintering is not true. Instead, an average was used to apply the Timoshenko 

model to ceramics. 
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 Beyond these initial application driven investigations, much more recent work has 

analyzed the behaviors of isotropically shrinking bilayer composites for a variety of fundamental 

and application oriented purposes [28,107,112]. Disks and regular polygons exhibit well defined 

and predictable behaviors [41,113] while more complex 2D sheet shapes and anisotropic 

shrinkage/residual stresses can produce stunning forms such as letters and flowers [114–118]. 

Predicting the final form of sheets with complex 2D shape as well as complicated film patterns 

remains a significant open challenge. By prescribing metrics which describe the stress-free sheet 

configuration as a non-Euclidian surface, a modified definition of strain can be obtained allowing 

for predictions of the final state [112,114,119,120], but developing these analytical solutions is 

exceedingly difficult as the sheet complexity increases [121]. Experimentally driven simplified 

analytical models which predict overall deformation mode by using characteristic areas and 

lengths can be used to circumvent the difficulties with analytical work as done with simple sheets 

and films [41,113,115]. However, much work is needed to expand these simplified models into 

more complex systems. Despite these difficulties, bilayer shrinkage has been used to great effect 

with soft materials [28,30,38,114,117,122–125] and to a lesser extent semiconductors and 

metals [32,111]. 

 This underlying mechanism is clearly a topic of much interest and given the complexities 

associated with this mechanism, the deformation prediction of even simple shapes like symmetric 

disks offers substantial knowledge currently being explored. Pezzulla et al. for example have 

investigated a polymer bilayer composite experiencing bilayer shrinkage [41] and identified two 

key behaviors associated with this phenomenon. The first is a bifurcation between two distinct 

deformation modes. The second is geometry-controlled deformation orientation.  
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The first behavior, bifurcation, is a result of the minimization of energy within the sheet 

either through bending or stretching. Within some regimes, it is energetically favorable to stretch 

the sheet, particularly when the sheet is “thick” relative to its two-dimensional area; within other 

regimes, it is favorable to bend the sheet, particularly when the sheet is “thin” relative to its area. 

The transition between these behaviors can be predicted using simple scaling laws which compare 

the natural curvature, that is the curvature obtained by a two-dimensional strip experiencing bilayer 

shrinkage, and the characteristic curvature which is a ratio of the characteristic sheet area to its 

thickness. Another distinction between these two energy-resolving forms is the conservation of 

Gaussian curvature [126]: 

𝐾 = 𝜅1𝜅2     ( 2.4 ) 

where 𝜅1 and 𝜅2 are the curvature along orthogonal directions along the surface of the sheet. The 

sheet begins with zero Gaussian curvature. When it experiences stretching, the Gaussian curvature 

will become nonzero, whereas when bending, the Gaussian curvature remains zero. It is important 

to note that though the Gaussian curvature remains zero while bending, the curvature is not 

necessarily zero in all-directions, that is 𝜅1 ≠ 0, 𝜅2 = 0. By necessity, the sheet must remain 

curvature free in the direction perpendicular to its’ bend. This offers rigidity for the sheet in this 

direction, a phenomenon often utilized to facilitate eating pizza without the tip bending down. 

The stretching (𝑈𝑠) and bending (𝑈𝑏) energies of a disk may be described as follows: 

𝑈𝑠~𝐸ℎ ∫ (𝑅𝜅0)2
Λ

ⅆ𝐴     ( 2.5 ) 

𝑼𝒃~𝑬𝒉𝟑 ∫ 𝜿𝟎
𝟐

𝜦
𝒅𝑨     ( 2.6 ) 

where E is the Young’s modulus, h is the substrate thickness, R is the sheet radius, 𝜅0 is the natural 

curvature, and A is the sheet area. By comparing these two energies, it can be seen that the 
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transition from one deformation mode to another is determined by a comparison of the natural 

curvature 𝜅0 and the characteristic curvature 
ℎ

𝑅2. When the natural curvature is greater than the 

characteristic curvature, bending dominates, while for high characteristic curvatures stretching 

dominates.  

 For sheets experiencing bending, where the Gaussian curvature remains zero, the direction 

of the sheet bend can be determined from the two-dimensional sheet shape. Simply put, the longest 

length of the sheet will bend. A circular disk will have no preferred bending direction, while an 

ellipse will bend along its longer axis. A square, interestingly, will bend along the diagonal line 

reaching from corner to corner, while a rectangle will bend along its longer axis such that the two 

shorter sides approach each other forming a short, thick tube [41]. There is a question of how 

complex two-dimensional sheet shapes, for example, annuli and concave shapes like stars and 

crosses, resolve this energetic battle. Some explorations have investigated this problem, or related 

ones such as frustrated ribbons with complex reference geometries [127], strained single crystal 

silicon films which form into spheres [111], and annuli with radially varying shrinkage [112]. 

There are still many unexplored geometries and influences of shaping mechanisms on geometric 

resolution.  

2.3.2 Ceramic Materials 

 In the ceramic medium bilayer shrinkage can be best executed by depositing a thin film on 

a substrate, sintering, and then cooling. As the composite cools, the film expands or shrinks relative 

to the substrate due to mismatched TECs as shown in Table 1, causing the composite to deform. 

While it would be expected that the material would have limited impact on the behaviors presented, 

this has not been the case. Though Pezzulla et al. [41] predict the bending of the longest length of 
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the sheet, many ceramic sheets have instead shown a desire to bend their shorter edges. Work by 

Pezzulla et al. [41] as well as Alben et al. [42] shows that for rectangular sheets, the thick tube has 

lower strain energy than the long tube. The formation of these tubes, however, is heavily impacted 

by starting conditions. Also, the difference in strain energy between the two shapes is small, often 

leading to a high prevalence of nonideal final deformation orientations [128,129]. In simulations 

performed by Alben et al. [42], when sheet deformation began with no initial curvature in any 

direction, the thick tube was formed exclusively. When a small curvature was imposed on the 

shorter axis, a thin tube was formed. To transition from this initial bend of the shorter axis to 

bending the longer axis, the sheet must either transition through a state of non-zero Gaussian 

curvature or through a state where the sheet is entirely flat, neither of which are feasible 

transitions [42].  

 With an understanding of fundamental phenomena related to isotropic bilayer shrinkage 

comes questions about exceptions to these rules. One idea is that of scale. Sheets, especially larger 

ones, experience wrinkling and crumpling when area becomes much larger than thickness [130–

133]. Although it may be energetically favorable to form one uniform curvature across the sheet, 

the susceptibility to nonideal starting conditions as exhibited by the rule-breaking tube roll-up has 

an immense impact on this problem. Previous work concerning this problem has often been limited 

to relatively “small” sheets where clear deformation patterns were observed. Also, body forces 

like gravity were not accounted for. As sheets become larger, the force of lifting a large amount of 

material will become comparable to the high energies associated with deformation. The ceramic 

medium and the manufacturing methods used here facilitate the exploration of increasingly large 

and therefore complex sheets where a multitude of behaviors are expected to be seen such as 
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wrinkling and folding, mechanisms common when sheets resolve geometric mismatches not 

through global deformation but through local stress relaxation [129,132–139]. 

 Despite the complexities experienced in developing self-shaping mechanisms for ceramic 

materials, some work has been completed exploring a wide variety of possible techniques. 

Recently, two methods of ceramic self-shaping where anisotropic shrinkage are imposed on the 

composite have been investigated; one using magnetically aligned micro-platelets which alter the 

ceramic microstructure [33], and the other where aligned 3D printed filament sheets control 

deformation [34]. Though powerful, these techniques represent only a small display of the 

potential of ceramic self-shaping. Bilayer shrinkage has a greater variety of controllable 

parameters such as variable film thickness and patterning which can result in complex isotropic 

and anisotropic shrinkage producing a seemingly limitless catalog of achievable forms. To this 

author’s knowledge, only one attempt has been made at executing isotropic bilayer shrinkage 

driven self-shaping with ceramic materials. By 3D printing ceramic sheets with varying ceramic 

concentration, the warping described in the discussion of tape casting may occur. This work by 

Ding et al. [36] successfully demonstrated the power of isotropic bilayer shrinkage, but the reliance 

on 3D printing to control the ceramic concentration then introduces all the limitations previously 

described with 3D printing of ceramics.  

 This same phenomenon is observed with SOFCs though it has traditionally been seen as a 

hindrance [9,140]. SOFCs often consist of a thick nickel oxide-yttria stabilized zirconia (NiO-

YSZ) anode substrate with a thin YSZ electrolyte film deposited on top. While cooling from 

sintering, the film shrinks relative to the substrate due to its greater TEC. As a result, the composite 

warps in the direction of the film, just as in the soft matter system and initial attempts to produce 

self-shaping ceramics. Instead of a problem, it is proposed this behavior can be utilized as an 
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advanced manufacturing technique for use with thermally resilient, structural materials 

circumventing current limitations experienced in ceramics manufacturing.  
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3. The Internal Cathode Tubular Solid Oxide Fuel Cell  

3.1 Development of the IC-tSOFC 

 The following work is adapted from The Anode Supported Internal Cathode Tubular Solid 

Oxide Fuel Cell: Novel Production of a Cell Geometry for Combined Heat and Power Applications 

published in the International Journal of Hydrogen Energy 46 (2021) [50]. 

3.1.1 Motivation for Development of the IC-tSOFC 

 Producing novel cell architectures is in many ways more straight-forward than controlling 

entire cell geometries. As such, we will begin by exploring this idea within the context of the 

development of the novel anode supported internal cathode tSOFC (IC-tSOFC). Development of 

this cell unlocked many otherwise unavailable applications, while revealing how powerful the 

interplay between different layers of MCCs can be. 

 As discussed in section 2.1.2, combustion chambers are uniquely suited for SOFC 

operation. Unfortunately, tSOFCs are limited by geometry in attaining direct integration into these 

environments. The necessity to have the cathode layer on the outside of the cell requires fuel to be 

routed to the inside of the cell, a major hindrance in the case of furnaces and an impossibility in 

the case of boilers. As can be seen in Figure 3.1, the radial burner is surrounded by the heat 

exchanger. The SOFC stack must be placed in between these two components, but there is no way 

to effectively route the exhaust gases through the inside of the cells. The only option is to develop 

a cell geometry where the fuel-accepting anode surface is on the outside of the tube, and the 

cathode is the internal surface. 
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 A further constraint is imposed as described in 2.1.1. To obtain the highest possible cell 

performance, physical support must be provided by the anode. This further limits the cell geometry 

to an anode supported cell with thin electrolyte and cathode films sequentially applied to the inner 

surface of the anode tube. No techniques existed to produce this cell geometry, so fill coating was 

developed. Unfortunately, though this coating technique was effective, it unveiled a vulnerability 

to fracture during sintering unique to this cell geometry. As will be described in detail, the 

mismatched TECs between the anode and electrolyte films contributed to critical residual stresses 

resulting in cracking. This was remedied through the adoption of altered sintering techniques 

which leveraged plastic deformation processes like creep stress relaxation to dissipate these 

stresses. This issue, however, was the genesis of the idea to actively use these residual stresses to 

controllably deform MCCs.  
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Figure 3.1: FFC-Boiler CHP System with fuel cell stack in green placed between the radial 

burner and heat exchanger. Adapted from [141]. 

 

Figure 3.2: Cross-section schematic of traditional EC-tSOFC (left) and novel IC-tSOFC (right). 

Adapted from [50]. 
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3.1.2 SOFC operation within a combustion chamber 

 Beyond the heat and fuel species that are present in a combustion chamber, the ability to 

control both aspects is very important for SOFC operation. This can be done by varying the 

equivalence ratio of the initial combustion reaction. NASA’s Chemical Equilibrium Analysis tool 

can be used to accurately predict the temperature and concentration of various products within a 

combustion reaction. For an adiabatic reaction, the temperature of the exhaust or the “burned” 

products 𝑇𝑏 can be easily predicted from the incoming reactant temperatures 𝑇𝑢, the number of 

moles of species 𝑖 𝑛𝑖, the heat of formation of species 𝑖, Δℎ𝑓 which can be obtained from literature, 

and the heat capacity of species 𝑖 𝑐𝑝𝑖. This yields the equation: 

𝑇𝑏 = 𝑇𝑢 +
∑ 𝑛𝑖Δℎ𝑓𝑖,𝑟𝑒𝑓−𝑢𝑛𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑 ∑ 𝑛𝑖Δℎ𝑓𝑖 ,𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑

∑ 𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑝𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑
   ( 3.1 ) 

 The maximum temperature is obtained near stoichiometric conditions, or slightly above at 

equivalence ratios of 1 – 1.1. At these conditions, no excess reactants are present, minimizing 

unneeded heating as seen by the minimization of the term ∑ 𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑝𝑖 .𝑢𝑛𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑  This has been 

confirmed with experiment within the residential boiler intended for IC-tSOFC integration [141]. 

The flame temperatures achieved in an adiabatic reaction are well in excess of those necessary for 

SOFC operation, but of course combustion reactions within a combustion chamber are not 

adiabatic and experimentation has shown that the temperatures present between the burner and 

heat exchanger are well suited for operation [141,142]. With the rise of higher performance low 

and intermediate temperature cells, it may also soon become possible to place fuel cells much 

further downstream of the combustion reaction possibly avoiding alteration of the combustion 

chamber altogether. These technologies, however, are still at the beginning of development [143–

148]. 
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Figure 3.3: NASA CEA plot for combustion of pure methane at equivalence ratios of 0.1 – 5.5. 

 Insight into the ideal reaction conditions for FFC operation can also be observed in Figure 

3.3. In increasingly fuel-rich conditions (high equivalence ratio) higher concentrations of syngas 

become available until an equivalence ratio of approximately 3 where unreacted methane begins 

to enter the exhaust stream. The flame temperature also rapidly decreases until this limit, indicating 

that an ideal operation condition is somewhere between equivalence ratios of 1 and 3.  

 Another limiting factor, however, is the upper flammability limit of methane. Though 

NASA CEA simulations may give us theoretical results for extraordinarily high equivalence ratios, 

these are not possible without the addition of porous media combustors or other alterations. There 

are further factors that affect the upper flammability limit such as reactant temperature, chamber 

pressure, and chamber geometry, but a general limit of 15 %vol can be given for methane [149]. 
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To determine the corresponding equivalence ratio for this volumetric concentration of methane the 

following equations can be used: 

𝜙𝑢𝑓𝑙 =
𝑣(1+𝐷)𝑈𝐹𝐿

1−𝑈𝐹𝐿
     ( 3.2 )  

Where 𝑈𝐹𝐿 refers to the upper flammability limit in %vol, 𝑣 is the coefficient for oxygen in the 

stoichiometric combustion reaction, and 𝐷 is the dilution of oxygen in nitrogen for air. Ultimately, 

the upper flammability limit in terms of equivalence ratio is 𝜙𝑢𝑓𝑙 = 1.68. In experimental work, 

it has been confirmed that flames became unstable and often extinguish above this limit [141]. As 

such, a stable equivalence ratio of 1.6 with high syngas concentration was chosen for much of IC-

tSOFC testing. 

 As has been shown in subsequent work investigating the impacts of dilution and 

unfavorable reaction kinetics associated with syngas [52], SOFC operation is lowered when 

compared to operation on pure hydrogen. This can be predicted by the Nernst potential: 

𝐸 = 𝐸0 +
Δ�̂�

𝑛𝐹
(𝑇 − 𝑇0) −

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
ln

∏ 𝑎
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠

𝑣𝑖

∏ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝑣𝑖

   ( 3.3 ) 

where the variation from the hydrogen-air standard electrode potential, E0, can be given in relation 

to the temperature difference from the standard temperature, T – T0, the change in entropy of the 

reaction, Δŝ, the moles of electrons participating in the reaction, n, and the Faraday constant, F. 

The change in cell potential as a result of concentration is given by the third term where 𝑅 is the 

gas constant, 𝑎 is the activity of product and reactant species, and 𝜈𝑖 is the number of moles of 

each species 𝑖.  
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3.1.3 IC-tSOFC Manufacturing 

 The materials used with IC-tSOFCs were the standard NiO-YSZ cermet anode, dense YSZ 

electrolyte, and LSM-YSZ cathode. Manufacturing began with an extruded anode support as 

described in 2.2.2. After extrusion, drying, and presintering, the internal and external diamters of 

the tubes were 2.4 mm and 3.2 mm respectively. Control cells were produced using the standard 

dip coating process described in 2.2.5 resulting in external electrolyte and cathode layers. The IC-

tSOFCs, however necessitated the development of fill coating. This process is shown in Figure 

3.4. In contrast to dip coating where the cell is immersed into a ceramic slurry, in fill coating the 

slurry is injected into the tube. This is done while the tube is held approxmately horizontally and 

then rolled to obtain a uniform coverage of the internal surface of the cell. The tubes were then 

placed vertically onto a paper towel to absorb excess slurry. To dry this film, the cells were placed 

into a 100 oC oven for 15 minutes. They were then taken out and the process was repeated. In total, 

four layers were applied to the inner tube surface. To further promote uniformity of the final film, 

the slurry was injected from alternating ends of the tube. The film thickness and uniformity was a 

function of a variety of complicated parameters as described in relation to dip coating. As described 

in relation to many ceramics manufacturing proceses, in place of difficult to use and ultimately 

inaccurate analytical predictions of deposition processes, empirical rules were used to understand 

this novel process. Furthermore, to ensure this process produces a comparably uniform film, 

comprehensive characterization was carried out using SEM as will be described in the following 

sections. Ultimately it was determined that each deposition results in an ~5 µm thick layer of 

electorlyte, so four depositions will produce a 20 µm thick electrolyte as confirmed in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.4: Process diagram of fill coating procedure. Adapted from [50]. 

 After fill coating of the electrolyte, the cells needed to be sintered. As was discovered 

during the development of the IC-tSOFC which will be described in detail in the section 3.3, the 

standard sintering procedure used for tSOFCs resulted in consistent fracture of the IC-tSOFC as a 

result of critical residual stresses within the cell. This issue was remedied by introducing a 

substantially altered sintering procedure where cells were heated to a peak temperature of 1350 oC 

at a rate of 2 oC∙min-1 then cooled at a relatively slow rate below 0.5 oC∙min-1. Holds were also 

added at 800 oC and 600 oC for fourteen and twelve ours respectively. Combined, this cooldown 
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procedure promoted plastic deformation processes which relieved critical stresses within the IC-

tSOFC. In particular, creep stress relaxation was expected to be a major source of stress relaxation 

within the cell. Previously it has been studied to relieve curvature in planar cells (a fact which will 

be utilized heavily in following sections) [9,140,150] as well as to improve sealant 

durability [25,151]. During the process of creep stress relaxation, sufficient thermal energy is 

present to allow for the shifting of atomic lattices as well as larger grain structures when loads are 

applied to crystalline structured. Dislocations and vacancies are allowed to diffuse throughout the 

lattice resulting in plastic deformation of the individual ceramic grains while larger grain 

boundaries are also able to diffuse, slightly altering the ceramic microstructure. As a result, small 

amounts of strain occur reducing the residual stresses within the MCC [23,152,153]. Interestingly, 

EC-tSOFCs do not experience this issue as will be investigated using FEM in section 3.3.2, so this 

modified sintering procedure was not used.   

 The cathode was then added on top of the sintered electrolyte film, again using the fill 

coating procedure, but this time with only one coating to ensure a sufficiently thin cathode as 

dscribed in 2.1.1. The standard two hour 1100 oC sinter was used for the cathode, however, for IC-

tSOFCs heating and cooling rates were maintained at 1 oC∙min-1 again to avoid the development 

of critical residual stresses. Six-hour holds were also added at 600 oC and 800 oC. For EC-tSOFCs, 

standard sintering procedures were used.   

 The fully sintered cells still needed to be mounted to quartz tubes for testing and electrical 

connections needed to be made to both the anode and cathode surfaces. Full details are given 

in [50], but the key novel step that will be discussed here was the need for an internal current 

collector for the IC-tSOFC cells. LSM-YSZ has a relatively low electrical conductivity of between 

40 to 460 S∙cm-1 at 1000 oC  [154], so connection to external circuity must be made to the entire 
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cathode surface. This is done with a thin coating of silver paste and wrapping of steel and silver 

wire. For IC-tSOFCs, the typical wire wrapping procedure is not possible, so instead the steel and 

silver wire was wound around a 2.2 mm diameter dowel to form spirals. These spirals were then 

coated with silver paste and pulled through the center of the IC-tSOFC simultaneously coating the 

interior cathode surface with silver while attaching the external circuitry wires. This is all shown 

in Figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.5: Computer aided design of IC-tSOFC with cutaway. The inset image of actual IC-

tSOFC shows internal current collector, external current collector and the three locations used 

in SEM analysis of the fill coated films. Adapted from [50]. 

3.1.4 Performance Testing Methods 

 To evaluate and compare the performance of the two geometries of cell, hydrogen was 

used as a fuel and air was used as an oxidant. The volumetric flow rate of both gases could be 

carefully controlled using flowmeters and a LabView program. The mounting and gas delivery to 

the cell is shown in Figure 3.6. Quartz tubes were used for mounting the cells as well as for 
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containment of fuel and oxidant gases. For the IC-tSOFC, both ends of the cell were mounted to 

quartz tubes to provide internally routed oxidant and to prevent unwanted recombination reactions 

occurring at the exhaust end of the cell. This setup was then contained within a larger quartz tube 

where fuel was provided. This setup replicated the environment intended for IC-tSOFC integration 

where fuel is abundant outside the cell and the mounting for the cell also is the oxidant supply as 

shown in Figure 3.6. This entire setup was then placed within a tube furnace where environmental 

temperature was varied from 650-800 oC. Before testing began with any cell, reduction of the NiO-

YSZ was necessary. This was done by supply the anode with hydrogen gas at a flow rate of 100 

mL∙min-1 for two hours in a furnace heated to 650 oC, turning the NiO into nickel metal.  

 After reducing, testing began. Hydrogen flow rates were varied from 50-150 mL∙min-1 

while the air was maintained at a rate of 235 mL∙min-1. Stoichiometric mixtures corresponded to 

100 mL∙min-1 hydrogen and 235 mL∙min-1 air. Power and polarization curves were obtained with 

a Keithley 2420 sourcemeter using the 4-point probe method. Active areas of the cell were defined 

by the unobstructed cathode area of the cell. The active areas were 1.26 cm2 and 1.28 cm2 for the 

IC-tSOFC and EC-tSOFC respectively, corresponding to tube lengths of 1.67 cm and 1.27 cm.  
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Figure 3.6: Schematic showing mounting and gas delivery for testing of IC-tSOFCs. Adapted 

from [50]. 

3.1.5 SEM Evaluation Methods 

 A JEOL JSM-5600 SEM was used to obtain images of the EC-tSOFC and IC-tSOFC 

microstructures and layer uniformities. As indicated in Figure 3.5, three cross-sections of each 

type of cell were obtained by scoring then fracturing the cell. Each cross section was then imaged 

at the top, bottom, and each side. At each of the twelve sites where images were taken, five 

measurements of each layer thickness were taken. Image processing software was then used to 

measure the thickness of the electrolyte and cathode films. Average thicknesses and corresponding 

standard deviations were calculated for the whole cell, each cross-section, and each site at the 

cross-section to obtain overall thickness as well as longitudinal and radial thickness variations. To 

obtain high topological contrast, the SEM was used in secondary electron imaging mode.  
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3.1.6 Cell Morphology Results and Discussion 

Figure 3.7 shows SEM images of the IC-tSOFC. Desired characteristics described in section 

2.1.1 such as a porous anode, dense electrolyte, porous cathode, and thin metallic current collector 

on the cathode surface can be observed. Figure 3.7 A, B, and C all show distributed 5 μm spherical 

pores which are created by the addition of methylcellulose to the anode clay. In addition to these 

large pores, ~500 nm black spots may be observed throughout the anode. These are caused by 

reduction of NiO to Ni [155]. Figure 3.7 D also shows the high porosity of the cathode obtained 

by sintering at 1100 oC  [156]. In cells where the cathode is cosintered with the anode and 

electrolyte, the resulting microstructure is significantly denser. Figure 3.7 C shows a large pore 

most likely caused by inclusion of air within the extruded clay [157]. The anode support tubes 

used for the IC-tSOFCs and EC-tSOFCs were the same, so these defects were not expected to 

contribute to differences between cell performance.  
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Figure 3.7: SEM images of IC-tSOFC. A-C show cross sections and D shows cathode surface. 

Adapted from [50]. 

A comparison between the IC-tSOFC and EC-tSOFC morphologies is shown in Figure 3.8. 

As densification of ceramics is a function of time and temperature as discussed in section 2.2.7, 

differences in microstructure are expected to be the result of the increased sintering time for the 

IC-tSOFC due to the extended electrolyte cooldown procedure and low cathode sintering heating 

and cooling rates. Figure 3.7 A and C generally show lower densification and smaller grain size; 

however, differences are minor, and larger scale pores generated through pore formers appear 

unchanged.  
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of IC-tSOFC and EC-tSOFC morphologies. Adapted from [50]. 

Figure 3.9 shows the results for measurements of the cathode and electrolyte films for dip 

coating and fill coating. Average electrolyte thicknesses for the EC-tSOFC and IC-tSOFC were 

21.6 μm and 18.3 μm respectively with standard deviations of 3.32 μm and 2.53 μm respectively. 

For the cathode, average thicknesses of 3.33 μm and 2.49 μm were found with standard deviations 

of 4.13 μm and 1.06 μm for the EC-tSOFC and IC-tSOFC respectively. To enable facile 

comparison between cell geometries, it was desired to obtain the same layer thicknesses for EC-

tSOFCs and IC-tSOFCs. Though they are not the same, the two values are still within 

approximately one standard deviation of each other. For the cathode and electrolyte, the standard 
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deviation of the thickness is greater for the EC-tSOFC than the IC-tSOFC. This indicates the novel 

fill-coating procedure produces a comparable and potentially superior deposited film. A major 

contributor to the high deviation observed with the EC-tSOFC cathode was delamination. Some 

areas of the cell had no observable cathode. This delamination was most likely caused by the 

mismatch in TECs between cell components as has been observed frequently in SOFCs [2,158]. 

The addition of the creep stress relaxation step as well as improved coverage of the electrolyte 

surface due to the agitation during deposition in the case of the fill-coating procedure could have 

aided in preventing delamination for the IC-tSOFC cell. 

Variations in thickness in the longitudinal and radial directions can be observed for both 

deposition techniques. Electrolyte longitudinal variation remains within one standard deviation of 

the overall cell thickness. The same can be said for the cathode layers, though the EC-tSOFC has 

a higher standard deviation overall. Radial thickness variation is also within the overall cell 

thickness standard deviation, but for the IC-tSOFC there is a noticeable trend. Thin sections are 

seen opposite thick sections with intermediate section in between indicating a gradual increase in 

thickness towards one side of the tube. This can be explained by the fill coating procedure where 

the slurry is initially injected horizontally into the cell. 

Overall, the novel fill coating procedure was shown to produce desirable microstructures 

for all cell layers coated using this process as well as films which were as uniform as the much 

more mature dip coating process. The absence of fracture lines throughout all SEM imaging 

showed a resolution to the initial issues with critical stresses with the use of altered sintering 

procedure.  
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Figure 3.9: Bar graphs showing longitudinal and radial variation of electrolyte thickness and 

longitudinal variation of electrolyte and cathode. The inset image shows cross section location. 

Adapted from [50]. 

3.1.7 Cell Performance Testing Results and Discussion 

 Beyond physical analysis of the novel IC-tSOFC, it was necessary to evaluate its 

electrochemical performance and ensure it was well suited for operation within the intended 

combustion chamber applications. Figure 3.10 shows IC-tSOFC performance variation for 
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temperature from 650-800 oC. A peak OCV of 0.98 V was shown at a temperature of 650 oC and 

decreased to 0.95V at 800 oC as predicted by the Nernst potential equation 3.3. For the H2-O2 

reaction Δŝrxn = -54.755 J∙(mol∙K)-1 at 650 oC [15]. With a standard electrode potential, E0 of 1.229 

V  [15], the number of transferred electrons, n of 2, the Faraday constant, 𝐹, and 21 % 

concentration of oxygen in air, an OCV of 1.02 V can be expected. The measured OCV at 650 oC 

is only 0.04 V lower than this predicted value, indicating minimal losses to the cell. Minor things 

like the resistance of the electrical connections between the cell and Keithley sourcemeter can 

explain this small difference. Agreement between the expected and measure OCV indicate, as 

observed in SEM analysis, that the electrolyte layer is well-formed and provides sufficient 

electrical insulation between the anode and cathode without providing substantial ohmic losses. 

Furthermore, easy access to the triple phase boundary thanks to high porosity of the anode and 

cathode minimized any activation and mass concentration losses.   

 The power curves show a maximum peak power density of 369 mW∙cm-2 at 800 oC and a 

minimum peak power density of 86.5 mW∙cm-2 at 650 oC. Unlike the cell voltage, as the 

temperature of the cell increases, the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte increases, reducing 

ohmic losses within the cell and increasing overall power production. Reactions at the cathode and 

anode are also increased as more thermal energy is present to activate elementary reactions. The 

fuel utilization efficiency εF associated with the maximum current i can be used to evaluate cell 

performance and is calculated using the following equation: 

𝜀𝐹 =
𝑖

𝑛𝐹𝜈𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒
     ( 3.4 ) 

where n and F are the same as in the Nernst potential equation 3.3, and 𝜈𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒  refers to the molar 

flow rate of fuel. With the calculated active area of 1.26 cm2 for the IC-tSOFC, the maximum 
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current density of 1.355 A∙cm-2 at 0.200 V, and the molar volume of a gas at standard conditions 

of 2.24 m3∙mol-1, a maximum fuel utilization of 11.9 % can be given for the IC-tSOFC operating 

with a 100 mL·min-1 hydrogen flow rate. Similarly, a fuel utilization corresponding to the peak 

power density where current density is 0.871 A∙cm-2 is 7.64 %. At high fuel utilizations (>40 %), 

anisotropy in reactant concentration combined with a multitude of other effects can complicate 

cell performance obscuring the impacts of cell geometry [79,159]. Therefore, it was desired to 

perform cell comparisons at low fuel utilizations.  

 

Figure 3.10: Power and polarization curves for IC-tSOFC with hydrogen and air flow rates of 

100 mL·min-1 and 235 mL·min-1respectively. Adapted from [50]. 

 By varying the hydrogen flow rate from 25 mL∙min-1 to 150 mL∙min-1 it can be confirmed 

that effects related to high fuel utilization were not present. This is shown in Figure 3.11 where 
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the maximum fuel utilization corresponding to a hydrogen flow rate of 25 mL∙min-1 is 47.6 %. For 

hydrogen flow rates of 100 mL∙min-1 and above, the relative stability indicates effects from high 

fuel utilization disappear. Small variations persist due to minor changes in cell temperature as a 

result of changing gas flow rates, slight variation in furnace temperature etc.  

 

Figure 3.11: Power and polarization curves for IC-tSOFC operating at 800 oC and 235 mL∙min-

1 air flow rate with varying hydrogen flow rate. Legend indicates hydrogen flow rate in mL∙min-1. 

Adapted from [50]. 

 Finally, Figure 3.12 shows the power and polarization curve for an EC-tSOFC operating 

at 800 oC supplied with 235 mL∙min-1 and 100 mL∙min-1 flow rates of air and hydrogen 

respectively. This cell obtained a peak power density of 478 mW∙cm-2 at 800 oC. This is only 22.8 

% higher than the IC-tSOFC peak power density and more recent work has shown improved 
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performance of IC-tSOFCs as manufacturing has improved [52,160]. The maximum fuel 

utilization was calculated to be 14.1 %, again showing low fuel utilization and therefore minimal 

losses unassociated with cell geometry. The differences between the IC-tSOFC and EC-tSOFC 

performance can be explained by the differences observed in Figure 3.8. The slightly higher 

cathode and anode densities partially impede mass transport within the cell and decrease the 

surface area of the accessible triple phase boundary slightly lowering overall cell power 

production.  

 

Figure 3.12: Power density and polarization curve for EC-tSOFC operating at 800 oC supplied 

with 235 mL∙min-1 and 100 mL∙min-1 flow rates of air and hydrogen respectively. Adapted 

from [50]. 
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3.2 IC-tSOFC Performance on Simulated Exhaust 

 Following the initial publication of the work related to the development of the IC-tSOFC, 

further work was completed which demonstrated the performance of these cells in a variety of 

exhaust streams. This further indicatied its potential to successfully integrate into combustion 

systems. The first work looked at IC-tSOFC performance on methane exhaust as the equivalence 

ratio and temperature were changed [52]. In this work the IC-tSOFC was used as a testbed to 

perform an in-depth study into the effects of complicated exhaust compositions on SOFC 

performance. After this, simulated exhaust based on measured exhaust from small internal 

combustion engines was used again to evaluate IC-tSOFC performance within a potential 

application [160]. 

3.2.1 IC-tSOFC Performance on Methane Exhaust 

 The following work is adapted from the publication Effects of Synthesis Gas 

Concentration, Composition, and Operational Time on Tubular Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 

Performance published in Sustainability 14 (2022) [52].  

 To better understand the effects of dilution and unfavorable reaction kinetics expected with 

exhaust mixtures, comprehensive testing was performed using IC-tSOFCs as a platform for study. 

The testing setup was the same as for previous IC-tSOFC performance testing with pure hydrogen 

as a fuel as depicted in Figure 3.6. The composition of the gas mixture was obtained from NASA 

CEA as depicted in Figure 3.3 and confirmed with previous experimental work [19,21,141]. Two 

forms of testing were desired. The first was a dilute hydrogen baseline which replicated the dilution 

of fuels within the exhaust mixture at various equivalence ratios, but eliminated any effects of 

unfavorable reaction kinetics by replacing CO with an equal amount of hydrogen. Equal here is 
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determined by the moles of reactant necessary to produce the same number of free electrons, 

however, conveniently the oxidation of CO and hydrogen both involve two free electrons. The 

second form of testing was the simulated exhaust mixture consisting of the primary four exhaust 

species, hydrogen, CO, CO2, and N2. The resulting fuel mixtures fed to the cell are given in Table 

2. As done with initial IC-tSOFC, temperature was also varied replicating the changes that may 

occur as the IC-tSOFC is moved within the exhaust stream to lower or higher temperature regions.  

Table 2: Gas flow rates for all simulated combustion exhaust and dilute hydrogen baseline tests. 

Equivalence ratio refers to the combustion reaction producing the set of exhaust mixtures. 

Adapted from [52]. 

 

  The resulting power and polarization curves are shown in Figure 3.13 for the IC-tSOFC at 

800 oC. Various behaviors of the cell may be observed. As expected, at high fuel utilization, in this 

case low equivalence ratio, power and voltage of the cell are comparably low. In particular, high 

fuel utilization causes high activation losses causing large drops in OCV as well as more rapid 

decreases in cell voltage [154]. For higher equivalence ratios, though these losses are smaller, mass 

concentration losses begin to become stronger. This can be seen by the decrease in slope at higher 

current densities. Interestingly, these losses appear delayed for the hydrogen baseline tests, 

 
Flow Rate (mL·min−1) 

Simulated Combustion Exhaust Dilute Hydrogen 

Equivalence Ratio H2 CO CO2 N2 H2 N2 

1.1 32 68 321 1855 100 2177 

1.2 37 63 145 982 100 1128 

1.3 42 58 86 670 100 757 

1.4 46 54 59 513 100 572 

1.5 50 50 44 420 100 462 

1.6 52 48 34 356 100 390 

1.7 55 45 28 311 100 339 

1.8 57 43 24 277 100 301 

1.9 58 42 21 250 100 271 
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occurring at ~100 mA·cm-2 higher. This is most likely due to the easier transport of hydrogen 

through the anode due to its smaller size [161] and faster reaction kinetics [162]. 
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Figure 3.13: Power and polarization curves for IC-tSOFC operating on simulated combustion 

exhaust and dilute hydrogen. Adapted from [52]. 
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 To then analyze effects of fuel utilization, reaction kinetics, dilution, and temperature all 

OCVs and peak power densities were put together for all tests as shown in Figure 3.14. As 

predicted by the Nernst potential, the lower temperature tests have a higher OCV. As temperature 

increases, and ionic conductivity of the electrolyte increases, the peak power density similarly 

increases. Interestingly, though while the differences between OCVs remains approximately 

constant for all equivalence ratios, the same cannot be said for the peak power density. At higher 

equivalence ratios, the increase in peak power density for higher temperature tests becomes 

greater. This is most likely a result of the many advantageous effects higher temperatures have on 

SOFC performance. For simulated exhaust tests, the increase from low to high equivalence ratio 

at 800 oC is 38% while the increase at 650 oC is 18%. The similar increase for the hydrogen 

baseline test is 25 % and 12 % respectively. This indicates that in addition to improved ionic 

conductivity of the electrolyte, improved reaction kinetics are occurring as thermal energy to 

promote reactions increases. The increase is higher for the simulated exhaust because reactions 

involving CO are slower and have higher activation energies.  

 Overall, this study highlighted the impacts of complex fuel mixtures on SOFC 

performance. When operating with simulated exhaust as fuel these effects are significant and must 

be accounted for. In relation to IC-tSOFCs, this study demonstrated the reliability with which these 

cells can be used as a test platform and as a mature cell technology. Finally, the testing 

methodology where effects of dilution, reaction kinetics, and temperature were isolated was a 

novel procedure which has been carried on with other exhaust mixtures. 
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Figure 3.14: OCV and peak power densities for all simulated combustion exhaust and dilute 

hydrogen baseline tests with IC-tSOFC. Adapted from [52]. 
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3.2.2 IC-tSOFC Performance on Simulated Two-Stroke Internal Combustion Engine 

Exhaust 

 The following work is adapted from the publication Internal Cathode Tubular Solid Oxide 

Fuel Cell Operating on Simulated Two-Stroke Internal Combustion Engine Exhaust published in 

Proceedings of the Nineteenth International Conference on Flow Dynamics (2022) [160]. 

 The most recent work utilizing IC-tSOFCs investigated hybrid systems which combined 

SOFC stacks with small two-stroke internal combustion engines. The ultimate goal of this project 

is to produce high efficiency hydrocarbon powered unmanned aerial vehicles with extremely long 

flight time capabilities. The exhaust mixture was obtained from previous work using 70:30 

methanol to nitromethane fuel at an approximate equivalence ratio of 1.6 [163]. Following the 

procedure used in the previous study involving IC-tSOFC performance on methane exhaust [52], 

pure hydrogen, dilute hydrogen, and simulated exhaust mixtures were used to examine the 

performance of the IC-tSOFC. Interestingly, two-stroke ICEs tend to exhaust partially reacted fuel 

into the exhaust stream. This appears as a relatively high concentration of methane in the simulated 

exhaust mixture. Though methane cannot be directly reacted by SOFCs, but it can be internally 

reformed via steam reformation or partial combustion resulting in syngas [10,19,61]. 
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Table 3: Simulated exhaust, dilute baseline, and pure baseline gas mixtures for testing of IC-

tSOFC with two-stroke ICE. Adapted from [160]. 

 

 Ultimately, the inclusion of methane in the simulated exhaust had highly detrimental 

effects on the power production capabilities and OCV of the IC-tSOFC as seen in Figure 3.15. The 

dilution effects and unfavorable reaction kinetics previously observed [52] were more significant 

in this system. The IC-tSOFC, however, performed very well with a peak power density of 415 

mW·cm-2 when operating on pure hydrogen. This is a 14 % increase from the initial peak power 

density observed during development of the first IC-tSOFCs [50] indicating continued 

improvement of the cell. 

Test Gas  Flow rate (mL·min-1) 

Simulated 

Exhaust 

H2 17.7 

CH4 16.8 

N2 49.0 

Air 75.8 

CO 15.2 

CO2 82.2 

Total 256.7 
 

Dilute 

Baseline 

H2 100.0 

N2 156.7 

 

Pure 

Baseline 
H2 100.0 
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Figure 3.15: Power and polarization curves for IC-tSOFC operating on model (simulated) 

exhaust from two-stroke ICE, dilute baseline, and pure hydrogen baseline tests at 800 oC. 

Adapted from [160]. 
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3.3 Defects Complicating Development of the IC-tSOFC 

 As mentioned in section 3.1, development of the IC-tSOFC was hindered by the frequent 

presence of a fracture within the cell. To remedy this issue, extended sintering procedures were 

used to promote creep stress relaxation as described in section 3.1.3. The cause for this defect, 

however, was more elusive than the solution. The following discussion will describe the defect in 

detail, introduce a potential cause for the defect, and then introduce the idea of utilizing these 

residual stresses for constructive means.  

3.3.1 Identification of Defect 

 The following work is adapted from Integration of Novel Geometry Solid Oxide Fuel Cells 

into A Residential Furnace/Boiler from Proceedings of the ASME 2020 International Mechanical 

Engineering Congress and Exposition [164]. 

 Figure 3.16 shows the defect in question. The SEM image depicts a cross-section of the 

IC-tSOFC with a crack that penetrates from the inner cathode to the outer anode and goes along 

the entire length of the tube. This crack alone causes significant issues with cell performance. The 

electrolyte plays the vital role of maintaining a gas tight seal between the oxidant and fuel streams 

as described in section 2.1.1. When this seal is broken, oxidant and fuel may mix within the cell. 

At high temperatures this can result in combustion reactions occurring within the cell, consuming 

otherwise usable fuel, and creating high local heat. This localized heating then causes significant 

thermal stress for the cell resulting in failure.  
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Figure 3.16: SEM image showing longitudinal fracture of IC-tSOFC going through anode, 

electrolyte, and cathode layers. Adapted from [164]. 

 Beyond these potential issues with performance, however, issues were observed 

immediately following the cathode deposition and sinter. This issue is depicted in Figure 3.17. The 

crack formed during the electrolyte-anode cosinter and so during the fill coating of the cathode 

slurry, some slurry was able to penetrate the crack. The cathode was then able to make direct 

contact with the anode. This contact resulted in shorting of the cell as was consistently observed 

during testing.  
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Figure 3.17: SEM image showing cross-section of IC-tSOFC with contact between cathode and 

anode labeled. Adapted from [164]. 

 Following the successful development of the IC-tSOFC, the question remained why this 

geometry of cell was so vulnerable to this defect. With the information that the defect occurred 

during the anode-electrolyte cosinter, that it was unique to the IC-tSOFC geometry, and that it 

could be remedied by allowing small amounts of strain to relax residual stresses, FEM modeling 

was used to identify the probable cause.  

3.3.2 Identifying the Cause of Fracture 

 Models of the IC-tSOFC and EC-tSOFC were developed in ABAQUS and the material 

properties obtained from literature described in Table 1 were used for the anode and electrolyte. 
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Half of the tubular cross-section of the cell was modeled with vertical symmetry. The top node at 

this symmetry line was fully constrained and the rest of the symmetry line was restricted from 

movement in the x-direction. The composite was then initiated with a temperature of 1350 oC and 

cooled to 298 oC in a static process. The residual stresses are depicted in Figure 3.18. 

For the IC-tSOFC, the electrolyte film pulls the anode towards the center of the tube so 

𝜎𝑟𝑟 > 0, but compresses the anode in the circumferential direction as it shrinks so 𝜎𝜃𝜃 < 0. For 

the EC-tSOFC, the electrolyte pushes the anode towards the center of the tube so 𝜎𝑟𝑟 < 0, and 

compresses the anode in the circumferential direction as it shrinks so 𝜎𝜃𝜃 < 0. This is shown in 

the contours in Figure 3.18 depicting 𝜎𝑟𝑟. The key characteristic observed here is the absence of 

tensile stress within the anode for the EC-tSOFCs. Though the electrolyte experiences tensile 

stresses, the electrolyte is extremely dense and largely free of defects which contribute to stress 

concentrations. As a result, this layer is mechanically robust as discussed in relation to electrolyte 

supported cells in section 2.1.1. The anode, however, is by design extremely porous and therefore 

possesses innumerable locations where significant stress concentration can occur. The presence of 

tensile stresses within the anode for IC-tSOFCs therefore introduces a susceptibility to fracture 

that is not experienced by the EC-tSOFCs with anodes purely in compression. This is because 

ceramics are brittle materials with much higher compressive ultimate strengths than tensile 

ultimate strengths [165]. The mixing of stress directions also introduces a higher susceptibility to 

fracture as the Von Mises stress for this combination is larger than for two compressive stresses 

or two tensile stresses.  
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Figure 3.18: FEM models of IC-tSOFC (top) and EC-tSOFC (bottom) colored with magnitude of 

𝝈𝟏𝟏 in MPa. 

 To further support this explanation for the fracture of IC-tSOFCs, the relationship between 

electrolyte thickness and the likelihood of fracture was investigated. As will be discussed in 

relation to Timoshenko’s work with bimetal thermostats [39], for bimaterial composites, as the 

contracting material increases in thickness relative to the substrate, the stresses present in the 

substrate also increase. In the case of the IC-tSOFC where the bimaterial composite is 

(MPa) 

(MPa) 
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geometrically constrained from deforming, this increase in residual stress increases the likelihood 

of failure. As seen in Figure 3.19, an increase in layers of electrolyte generally leads to an increase 

in failure rate of IC-tSOFCs as expected when using an unmodified sintering procedure. Using the 

empirically determined relationship between number of electrolyte depositions and total layer 

thickness, it can also be seen that electrolyte thicknesses above ~30 µm consistently result in 

critical stresses within IC-tSOFCs.  

 

Figure 3.19: Bar plot showing fracture rate of IC-tSOFCs with increasing electrolyte thickness. 
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4. Development of Self-Shaping Ceramics 

 The defects that complicated development of the IC-tSOFC revealed that the power of the 

residual stresses experienced by MCCs are typically ignored because geometric constraints hide 

any deformation or are avoided through the use of sintering procedures which prevent 

curvature [9,140]. Chapter 3 also showed the impact a change in cell architecture can have. By 

turning the traditional EC-tSOFC inside out, direct integration into combustion chambers and other 

fuel containing environments became possible. By combining these two ideas, a much more 

impactful effect may be achieved. By utilizing these residual stresses that plague IC-tSOFCs to 

control not just cell architecture, but entire cell geometry, entirely new ceramic shapes can be 

obtained, unleashing completely new applications for SOFCs, MCCs, and ceramics in general.  

 Beyond developing the experimental techniques to produce real-world samples, it was 

equally, if not more important, to be able to reliably predict and design objects using this process. 

As such, one of the goals of this work was to use analytical and FEM modeling developed in 

relation to easily deformable materials like polymers and metals to predict the behavior of 

ceramics. Comparisons were made between materials and modeling approaches to assess any 

behaviors unique to ceramics and to confirm the ability to use the wealth of knowledge already 

available for bilayer shrinkage driven self-shaping. 

4.1 Observation of Bilayer Shrinkage in Ceramics 

 As has been introduced in section 2.3, bilayer shrinkage is the mechanism used to form 

self-shaping ceramics. For SOFC materials, the possibility to utilize this mechanism was first 

illustrated in attempts to make IC-tSOFCs with electrolyte buffer layers. As discussed in section 

2.1.1, by adding a GDC or SDC layer to a YSZ electrolyte, an LSCF cathode may be used in place 
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of an LSM cathode, achieving higher cell performance. Typically, this buffer is ~ 2 µm thick or 

less [48]. However, this early attempt to deposit a buffer layer with the fill coating procedure 

resulted in a GDC layer thickness of ~10 µm. As shown in Table 1, the TEC of GDC is greater 

than that of YSZ for all temperatures experienced during sintering. As a result, the GDC layer will 

shrink more than the YSZ layer it is deposited onto. For the relatively thick layers of GDC 

deposited in this initial attempt, an unexpected behavior was observed as shown in Figure 4.1. This 

behavior was deformation due to bilayer shrinkage. 

 

Figure 4.1: SEM image showing IC-tSOFC with YSZ-GDC buffer layer electrolyte. As a result of 

mismatched TECs, the electrolyte has deformed in the direction of the GDC. 

 For the buffer layer cells, this behavior was an issue which current work is attempting to 

resolve. More beneficially, it illustrated the highly deformable nature of ceramics during sintering 
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as well as the high strains possible with bilayer shrinkage. As such, it became desirable to use this 

technique to control the overall 3D geometry of MCCs.  

4.2 Motivation for Forming Self-Shaping Ceramics 

 As briefly mentioned in section 2.3, traditional methods for manufacturing ceramics are 

limited in terms of the geometries they can form and the scale of the finished part. It is desirable 

to expand the manufacturing methods available to form ceramic parts so that SOFCs, MCCs, and 

ceramics in general can be better suited to their intended application.  

 For SOFCs, several benefits could be achieved by expanding beyond the currently 

available planar and tubular cell geometries. The first is obtaining high active surface areas within 

a small volume. This goal is extremely important in relation to recent work completed in the 

COMER, investigating SOFC materials as non-precious metal replacements for platinum catalytic 

converters [83]. The higher the surface area, the more that harmful emissions can be treated. 

Without the need to generate electrical power, many of the strict requirements for cell architecture 

are removed, allowing for more flexibility in the membrane design. As such, a possible geometry 

for this membrane could be a Swiss roll. Previous work with combustion systems has shown this 

geometry can aid in not only obtaining high surface area to volume ratios, but also minimizing 

heat transfer to the surroundings, promoting the high temperature reactions which reduce harmful 

NOx emissions [166,167]. For ceramics in general, this geometry cannot be produced. Thin-walled 

green bodies need physical support until they are sintered, but encapsulation prevents supports 

from being provided. One of the only viable ways to form a ceramic Swiss roll would be to have 

it shape itself during sintering.  
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 Second, in addition to high surface area packing, curvature of thin sheets can yield 

mechanical benefits. Large thin sheets of brittle materials are extremely prone to cracking. Simply 

lifting a sintered planar sheet becomes a challenging task. However, by introducing curvature in 

one direction, rigidity may be obtained in the perpendicular direction as described in section 2.3.1. 

Following Gauss, if an inextensible sheet is to retain its zero Gaussian curvature, but is bent in one 

direction, the curvature in the perpendicular direction must remain zero [126]. In the case of the 

Swiss roll catalytic converter, this would be highly beneficial. The structure could be secured at 

the top and bottom of the roll but would need to be mechanically robust to perturbations between 

these boundaries. The roll would curve perpendicular to this unsupported direction improving its 

mechanical strength. Comparable planar sheets would not possess this stiffening and therefore 

remain vulnerable to damage. This would be particularly problematic for many of the portable 

applications this emission reduction device would be used in. More generally, this can introduce 

stiffness to SOFC stacks which otherwise rely on interconnects to ensure that all components 

remain intact.  

 Third, in addition to mechanical support, interconnects within SOFC stacks provide routing 

of fuel, oxidant, and exhaust gases to and from the cell. Interconnects, however, are complex, 

heavy, and are made of different materials than the SOFC itself. This contributes to high cost and 

high weight of the overall system as well thermal degradation during rapid thermal 

cycling [168,169]. Some work has investigated the removal of interconnects by producing 

extremely porous anode and cathodes through freeze casting [170], but this technique is difficult 

to execute. By using self-shaping ceramics, SOFC stacks could be produced which have curvature 

induced stiffness increasing mechanical rigidity of the stack, but these curves could also produce 
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channels through which gases could be transported. A possible cell geometry for interconnect-free 

SOFC stacks could be the wave cell depicted in Figure 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.2: Image of wave cell produced using bilayer shrinkage driven self-shaping. Scale bar 

is 5 mm. 

4.3 Method for Producing Self-Shaping Ceramics 

 The general procedure to form self-shaping ceramics using bilayer shrinkage began with 

the formation of the substrate and is shown in Figure 4.3. To obtain a sufficiently thin and uniform 

substrate, tape casting was the preferred method. Tape cast sheets are also highly flexible and able 

to be cut with scissors or razor blades allowing for easy shaping of the substrate into a variety of 

2D shapes. As discussed in section 2.2.1, the thickness of the final ceramic sheet varies greatly 

from the height of the doctor blade used to form the initial wet tape. For example, to obtain a green 

body thickness of 300 µm, the final doctor blade must be set to 750 µm. The initial shaping doctor 

blade would be set to twice that height at 1500 µm. Of course, the sintered film would be thinner 

than 300 µm, ultimately necessitating the use of SEM or physical measurement as will be 

discussed.  

 The ceramic slurry was prepared using standard procedures by mixing NiO-YSZ powder 

with solvents such as toluene, and binders. Mixing was carried out for at least 48 hours. To 

eliminate air bubbles, the slurry was allowed to rest for approximately 15 minutes after mixing 
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and before it was poured into the tape caster hopper. The tape was then cast and allowed to dry 

within a well-ventilated chamber for approximately 30 minutes before being collected on a roll. 

 The prepared tape was then cut into approximately 10 x 10 cm sections. During aerosol 

spraying, the extremely light ceramic sheets must be attached to the hot plate base with heat 

resistant Kapton tape, so it is easier to spray larger sheets. It is then cut into the desired shape 

following spraying. For sheets sprayed with a mask, however, the ceramic substrate may be cut 

into its final shape as the mask serves the dual purpose of controlling the deposited film pattern as 

well as restraining the ceramic substrate.  

 The sheets were then sprayed by a Sonotek ultrasonic spray coater with hotplate set to 100 

oC. Approximately 420 layers were sprayed onto the substrates to achieve a film thickness of 20 

µm. However, for the various experiments that will follow, the number of layers was varied to 

similarly vary the thickness of the deposited film. For substrates receiving film on both sides of 

the substrate, such as for the wave cell depicted in Figure 4.3, this process was repeated after 

flipping the substrate and aligning the mask as necessary.  

 Once the substrates were sprayed with film, they were sintered. Unlike with IC-tSOFCs, 

the sintering procedure was unchanged from standard procedure used in SOFC processing as 

reported in previous work [18,59,60]. Sintering began by heating to 600 oC at a rate of 2.5 oC·min-

1. The temperature was then held at 600 oC for half an hour. After the hold, the furnace temperature 

was brought to 1350 oC at a rate of 4.2 oC·min-1. This temperature was held for 4 hours. The 

samples were cooled to 800 oC at a rate of 6.1 oC·min-1. Final cooling to room temperature was 

carried out at a rate of 2.5 oC·min-1. 
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Figure 4.3: Flow diagram showing manufacturing of self-shaping ceramics. Substrate is shown 

in green, film is shown in red, and mask is shown in blue. Provisional patent SU#2023-007 – 

Bilayer Shrinkage to Assemble Complex Ceramic Shapes. Adapted from [171]. 

4.3.1 Method for Producing and Analyzing Canonical Shapes Experiencing Homogeneous 

Bilayer Shrinkage  

 For much of the experimental analysis carried out in this work, a simplified version of the 

methods shown in Figure 4.3 were used. Much of the previous work investigating bilayer 

shrinkage has been carried out with homogeneous bilayer shrinkage [38,41,42,107] and so initial 

studies regarding self-shaping ceramics were intended to replicate these results in other material 

systems. Future work will thoroughly study the more complicated anisotropic bilayer shrinkage 

using patterned films [115,172] which have recently begun to be investigated with soft materials. 

 This simplified method, along with the curvature of the final shape, was used to carry out 

much of the following quantitative analysis is depicted in Figure 4.4. For these samples, no masks 

were used. After spraying, canonical shapes including disks and rectangles were cut using circular 
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dies as well as rectangular stencils. After sintering, the samples were analyzed. For samples which 

curved more than 180o, the curvature could easily be obtained by measuring the diameter. For 

samples that curved less than that, the length of the arc and the chord length needed to be obtained. 

The curvature of the sample can then be obtained from these two quantities; however, the resulting 

relationship is implicit as follows: 

2sin(
𝜃

2
)

𝜃
=

𝑙

𝑠
, 𝑟 =

𝑠

𝜃
      ( 4.1 ) 

This was then solved using Newton’s method where an initial estimate of the curvature was made 

by fitting two right triangles into the arc with hypotenuse length equal to half the arc length and 

leg length equal to half the chord length. Qualitative analysis of the samples was simply carried 

out using digital photography.  
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Figure 4.4: Flow diagram showing process for forming homogeneous bilayer shrinkage driven 

self-shaping ceramics. Curvature 𝜿 is shown in addition to measure quantities including chord 

length 𝒍, arc length 𝒔 and thickness of the film and substrate respectively 𝒕𝟏 , 𝒕𝟐. Adapted 

from [173]. 

 To obtain the thickness of the substrate and film layers, SEM was used. Sintered and 

deformed samples were fractured to expose cross-sections of the composite. These were then 

imaged in a JEOL-JSM-5600 SEM in secondary electron imaging mode. This is shown in  Figure 

4.5. Thickness measurements were obtained using image processing software ImageJ. The 

thickness of the substrate and film were measured in five different locations, then averaged.  
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Figure 4.5: SEM image of bilayer composite used to obtain substrate and film thickness. 

4.4 FEM Modeling of Self-Shaping Ceramics 

 While it is relatively simple to produce samples experimentally, understanding and 

predicting how the 2D shape of the ceramic substrate and the pattern of the film will interact is an 

incredibly complex challenge. One of the best tools to give insight into this relationship is FEM 

modeling. In this work 2D FEM models are used to directly predict curvature for any combination 

of substrate and film, replicating results from G. G. Stoney [40] and S. Timoshenko [39]. The 2D 

model is then expanded into three dimensions with a straight-forward 3D solid model. For more 

complex shapes and patterns, however, the composite shell model developed in the work by Huang 

et al. [174] was modified for the ceramic material system.  
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4.4.1 2D and 3D Solid FEM Modeling 

 The following section is adapted from Utilizing Bilayer Shrinkage to Assemble Complex 

Ceramic Shapes from Proceedings of the ASME 2022 International Mechanical Engineering 

Congress & Exposition (IMECE 2022) [171]. 

 The 2D FEM model was executed in ABAQUS. The model was static and implicit and 

consisted of two steps. In the initial step, a constant 1350 oC temperature field was defined over 

the entire bimaterial composite. In the second step, this temperature was ramped down to 22 oC. 

For static steps like this, ABAQUS linearly interpolates between known material properties like 

those listed in Table 1 to provide continuous data. There is little information regarding extremely 

high temperature material properties of ceramics, so the model was limited to the maximum 

temperature properties listed in Table 1. Furthermore, because this model was static, time 

dependent processes like creep stress relaxation were not included. While these effects are 

expected to have significant impacts for long sintering procedures like those used with IC-tSOFCs, 

they are expected to have minor influences here, where the time spent at high temperatures is 

significantly less. Due to the large deformation expected, nonlinear geometry was also selected.  

 Following initial studies of curvature in bimaterial composites [39,40], the model was 

designed as a long rectangular 20 x 0.2 mm strip with varying ratio of substrate to film. This is 

shown in Figure 4.6. For cases where the substrate was significantly thicker than the film, a coarse 

mesh was used with edge seeds of 0.05 mm on the external surface of the substrate. At all four 

surfaces bounding the film, the edge seed was chosen to be 0.01 mm, yielding a fine mesh. For 

cases with a thick film (> 0.05 mm) the film boundary edge seeds were increased to 0.02 mm. The 

body was then meshed with unstructured triangular elements. The bottom left corner of the 
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composite was bound in the x and y directions. The left edge of the composite was bound in the x 

direction. This combination of boundary conditions allowed for displacement due to shrinkage of 

the thickness of the composite but kept this edge vertical. The right edge of the composite was 

unbound. Deformation could then be calculated using the displacement of the right mid-point.   

 

Figure 4.6 Top: dimensions of two-dimensional finite element analysis bilayer test structure. 

Bottom: mesh of bilayer showing coarse mesh within substrate and fine mesh in film. 

 For three-dimensional solid modeling, a square sheet with side length of 10 mm and 

thickness of 0.4 mm was produced with a film thickness of 0.02 mm. The mesh consisted of cubic 

elements with a side length of 0.02 mm. The bottom left corner of the composite was bound in the 

x, y and z directions, the right bottom corner was bound in the y and z directions, and the top left 

corner was bound in the z direction. This allowed the composite to deform out of the z-plane it 

was initiated in, but the corners remained in this plane. The same static implicit model for the 2D 

simulation was used here.  
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4.4.2 Composite Shell FEM Modeling 

 The following section is adapted from Using Simulation and Experiment to Develop a 

Design Methodology for Self-Shaping Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Multilayer Ceramic Composites 

published in Proceeding of the ASME 2023 POWER Conference (2023) [173]. 

 Given how computationally intense the solid modeling described in section 4.4.1 becomes 

for increasingly complex models, a simpler approach was needed. As part of the work from Huang 

et al. [174], a 3D shell composite model was developed to model MEMS microelectrode arrays. 

While this work used polymers and metals, the expectation was this model could be easily 

modified using the material properties and process described in Table 1 and section 4.4.1 to predict 

the behaviors of the ceramic material system. The model used here consisted of a set of canonical 

2D shapes including squares, rectangles, and disks. These shapes were meshed with 0.2 mm seeds 

and quadrilateral elements as shown in the top of Figure 4.7. For quantitative curvature 

measurements, rectangles with dimensions of 25 x 10 mm and 10 x 5 mm were used. For 

homogeneous bilayer shrinkage models, a section was defined with NiO-YSZ substrate of 

thickness varying from 0.100 to 0.150 mm. The YSZ film thickness was varied from 0.005 to 

0.050 mm. Three integration points were used for both layers. For non-homogeneous models, 

regions were chosen with either film on top or bottom surface of substrate and regions with only 

substrate. Thicknesses were chosen to replicate a constant substrate thickness with additional film 

added in regions that received coating.   

 Boundary conditions for rectangular models was the same as in section 4.4.1 where three 

corners of the rectangle were constrained to ensure they remain within a constant z-plane but 
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enable deformation and shrinkage. These boundary conditions are depicted in the bottom of Figure 

4.7.  

 

Figure 4.7 top: Image showing rectangular mesh for 25 x 10 mm rectangle ABAQUS model. 

Bottom: Image showing boundary conditions for rectangular samples. 

 Boundary conditions for disks were similar to those used with rectangles where three edges 

of the disk were constrained to a constant z-plane, but shrinkage within that plane was allowed. 
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For both rectangles and disks, these boundary conditions were chosen to allow for free deformation 

of the structure.  

 

Figure 4.8: Image showing boundary conditions for disk ABAQUS models. 

4.5 Understanding the Behavior of Ceramic Composites Experiencing Bilayer Shrinkage 

 Studies regarding bilayer shrinkage primarily analyze curvature and shape as discussed in 

section 2.3. Following will be analysis of the ceramic material system experiencing bilayer 

shrinkage where predictions of curvature and shape will be obtained from analytical modeling, 

FEM modeling, and experiment.  
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4.5.1 Prediction of Curvature with Stoney Model 

 This section is adapted from Utilizing Bilayer Shrinkage to Assemble Complex Ceramic 

Shapes from Proceedings of the ASME 2022 International Mechanical Engineering Congress and 

Exposition (IMECE 2022) [171]. 

 As described in section 2.3.1 G. G. Stoney’s model (equation 2.1 and repeated here for 

reference) may be used to analyze bimaterial composites experiencing bilayer shrinkage: 

𝜎1 =
𝐸2𝑡2

2

6(1−𝜈2)𝑡1
𝜅0      ( 2.1 ) 

When the assumption is made that the tension within the film remains constant, a simplified 

relationship in terms of a parameter 𝜏 which compares the square of the substrate thickness to the 

film thickness may be given as in equation 2.2: 

1

𝜅0
= 𝑟 ∝

𝑡2
2

𝑡1
≡ 𝜏     ( 2.2 ) 

The curvature for various combinations of substrate and film thickness was produced using the 2D 

solid FEM model described in section 4.4.1. These curvatures were then plotted against 𝜏 as shown 

in Figure 4.9. All combinations of substrate and film thickness conformed well to a linear fit as 

predicted by Stoney, but with a non-zero intercept. A theoretical model is added to this graph with 

a y-intercept of zero. This would be the trend expected by the Stoney model where a zero-value of 

𝜏 (a film which is infinitely thicker than the substrate) would cause an infinitely curved composite. 

The presence of this non-zero intercept in the linear fit is an expected result. As described in section 

2.3.1, the Stoney model is only accurate for film thicknesses up to ~ 10% the substrate thickness. 

Above this limit, we experience deviations from the theoretical model. Regardless, the linear fit 
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can allow us to predict the curvature for any 𝜏 assuming all other material properties remain the 

same. This is given by equation 4.1: 

1

𝜅0
(𝑚𝑚) = (37.5 ± 0.114) ∗ (𝜏)(𝑚𝑚) + (44.5 ± 0.903)(𝑚𝑚)  ( 4.1 ) 

Where p-values of 3.19e-11 and 8.28e-18 were obtained for the intercept and slope respectively 

indicating a very high accuracy of this fit.  

 This intercept corresponds to composites where the electrolyte film has a thickness greater 

than the substrate and at 𝜏 = 0 the entire composite is the film. The original Stoney model indicates 

at this limit, 𝜅0
−1 = 𝑟 = 0. This would result in a composite rolled into an infinitely curved tube. 

Instead, this scenario would apparently have a radius of curvature of 44.5 mm. This makes sense 

given the non-zero cost to bending of the film itself. This also indicates that all samples with 

electrolyte film thickness >~25% the anode thickness, the degree of curvature remains constant. 

More generally, for a ceramic composite, there is a limit to the degree of warpage that can be 

achieved only by varying film thickness. 
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Figure 4.9: Plot showing curvature obtained in 2D solid FEM models versus parameter 𝝉 

obtained from Stoney’s prediction for curvature of bimaterial composites. Adapted from [171]. 

4.5.2 Prediction of Curvature Using Timoshenko Model 

 The following section is adapted from Using Simulation and Experiment to Develop a 

Design Methodology for Self-Shaping Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Multilayer Ceramic Composites 

published in Proceeding of the ASME 2023 POWER Conference (2023) [173]. 

 As described in section 2.3.1, while Stoney’s model is applicable to a wider variety of 

situations where bilayer shrinkage occurs, Timoshenko’s model is specifically suited to bilayer 

shrinkage caused by mismatched TEC [39]. The relationship is repeated from section 2.3.1 here: 
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 κ0 =
6(𝛼2−𝛼1)(𝑇−𝑇0)(1+

𝑡1
𝑡2

)
2

(𝑡1+𝑡2)(3(1+
𝑡1
𝑡2

)
2

+(1+
𝑡1
𝑡2

𝐸1
𝐸2

+
1

𝑡1
𝑡2

𝐸1
𝐸2

 
) )

     ( 2.3 ) 

This analytical model was compared against the results from 2D FEM and 3D FEM for a variety 

of substrate and film thicknesses. This can be seen in Figure 4.10. All models agree well with each 

other for film thickness > ~10 µm. Possible sources of discrepancies between models could be the 

need to use average material properties with the Timoshenko model.  

 Interestingly, it can be seen that for 3D FEM models, the 10 x 5 mm rectangle had a higher 

curvature than the 25 x 10 mm rectangle. Following Alben et al. [42], small regions of nonzero 

Gaussian curvature occur at the edges of bimaterial composites experiencing bilayer shrinkage. 

For larger sheets these regions will be larger and cause a greater increase in the second moment of 

area perpendicular to the primary axis of curvature introducing a stiffening effect.  
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Figure 4.10: Plot showing curvature for Timoshenko analytical model, 2D FEM model, and 3D 

FEM model for varying film thickness. 

4.5.3 Comparison Between Experiment and Prediction for Curvature 

 Though good agreement is achieved between analytical models, 2D FEM models, and 3D 

FEM models. There is a large disagreement between these predictions of curvature and the actual 

curvature achieved in experiment. Real samples curve more by an order of magnitude. This 

discrepancy is shown in Figure 4.11. As described in section 4.4, there is limited information 

regarding the material properties of the ceramic materials used here at the temperature they 
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experience during sintering. Also, time dependent processes like creep stress relaxation are not 

included in this model. Furthermore, in analytical modeling, as described in sections 4.5.1 4.5.2 

various simplifying assumptions are made. In relation to the Timoshenko model, all material 

properties are assumed constant. Further work is needed to assess the validity of these assumptions. 

There is also the possibility that linear shrinkage plays a role here. By vastly differentiating ceramic 

loading through a material, curvature may be introduced as used by Dine et al. [36]. Currently, it 

is thought that the zero-stress, flat state of the sheet is experienced at the peak sintering 

temperature. Before this point, the composite is not a solid object, rather a collection of loosely 

bound particles as described in section 2.2.7. If this is not true, then linear shrinkage may have an 

effect. This explanation, however, would have the opposite effect, causing a decrease in curvature 

from that predicted by modeling techniques. This is because the linear shrinkage of porous NiO-

YSZ is greater than fully dense YSZ  [154]. This conflict necessitates further study.  
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Figure 4.11: Compilation of all experimental curvatures, analytical models, 2D FEM models, 

and 3D FEM models. Adapted from [173]. 

 In ceramics manufacturing analytical predictions for processes rarely align with reality as 

described in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.5. Instead, it is often easiest and most effective to develop an 

empirical prediction for a process as was done with fill coating in relation to IC-tSOFCs. Here, an 

experimental TEC may be used to match the curvature obtained in experiment to predictions from 

modeling. This is shown in Figure 4.12. Following literature, the average TEC for NiO-YSZ and 

YSZ from 1350 oC to 22 oC are 7.3·10-6 K-1  [175] and 1.00·10-5 K-1  [103] respectively. If the YSZ 

TEC is increased to 9.6·10-5 K-1, the new experimental TEC (TECexp), promising agreement is 

obtained between experiment and analytical modeling.  
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Figure 4.12: Plot showing analytical models with TECexp determined from experiment and 

curvature from experimental samples. Adapted from [173]. 

4.5.4 Predicting Mode of Deformation 

 This section is adapted from Utilizing Bilayer Shrinkage to Assemble Complex Ceramic 

Shapes from Proceedings of the ASME 2022 International Mechanical Engineering Congress and 

Exposition (IMECE 2022) [171]. 

 As described by Pezzulla et al. [41] and as summarized in section 2.3.1, two primary modes 

of deformation may occur for a bimaterial composite experiencing bilayer shrinkage. The first is 

a cap-like mode where the composite develops a nonzero Gaussian curvature. The composite must 
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stretch to achieve this shape and so it is only expected with “thick” sheets, where thick can be 

determined by a comparison between the natural and characteristic curvatures 𝜅0 and 𝜅𝑐 =
ℎ

𝐿2, 

where h is the overall thickness of the composite, and L is a characteristic length. As a sheet 

deforms, it first stretches into the cap-like mode, then as the deformation continues and the natural 

curvature increases, it reaches a critical value 𝜅𝑐 where it bifurcates into the bending mode. This 

comes from a comparison of the stretching and bending energies of the sheet, equations 2.5 and 

2.6, and ultimately yields a scaling law which may generally predict behaviors. When the 

characteristic curvature of the final deformed sheet is greater than the natural curvature i.e., when 

a sheet is “thick,” it will stretch into a cap, and when the characteristic curvature is much lower 

than the natural curvature i.e., when a sheet is “thin,” it will bend. This has generally been 

supported with experimental work and FEM modeling.  

 As can be seen in Figure 4.13, both a solid 3D FEM square and a dry pressed SOFC 

stretched into cap-like shapes. For the dry pressed cell, the composite thickness was measured to 

be 450 µm with a radius of 6.5 mm. This yields a characteristic curvature of 0.0107 mm-1. The 

natural curvature was obtained by measuring the chord length and arc length to obtain a radius of 

curvature of 143 mm corresponding to a curvature of 0.0070 mm-1. Here, the natural curvature 

remains below the characteristic curvature. As such, the bimaterial composite does not curve to 

the extent it would bifurcate into the bending mode. When the 3D solid FEM model from section 

4.4.1 is used to analyze the deformation of a square bimaterial composite cap-like deformation is 

seen. The characteristic curvature for this shape is 0.004 mm-1 and the natural curvature is 0.0024 

mm-1 as predicted by the Timoshenko model. Again, the natural curvature does not exceed the 

characteristic curvature and so bifurcation does not occur.  
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Figure 4.13 Top: Solid 3D FEM model showing bimaterial composite deforming into cap-like 

shape. Bottom: Dry pressed SOFC deformed into cap-like shape after sintering. Scale bar is 5 

mm. Adapted from [171].  

 Given the ease with which large thin sheets may be made with tape casting, cap-like 

deformation is rare. Most sheets experimentally produced have natural curvatures significantly 

higher than the characteristic curvature. Two examples of this are shown in Figure 4.14. The top 

shows the composite shell FEM for a rectangle of dimensions 25 x 10 mm, substrate thickness of 

(MPa) 
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150 µm, and film thickness of 20 µm. Here the TECexp described in section 4.5.3 is used. The 

bottom shows an experimentally obtained sample of the same dimensions. Natural curvatures for 

both may be predicted to be 0.51 mm-1 while characteristic curvatures are 0.00060 mm-1. The 

Natural curvature is many orders of magnitude larger than the characteristic curvature, so 

bifurcation into the tube-like bending mode occurs almost instantaneously for both samples. In 

relation to prediction of deformation mode, agreement is achieved between analytical predictions, 

FEM modeling, and experiment.  
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Figure 4.14 Top: 3D composite shell FEM model of 25 x 10 mm rectangle. Bottom: Image of 

experimentally obtained 25 x 10 mm rectangle sample replicating FEM model. Scale bar is 5 

mm. 

4.5.5 Predicting Deformation Direction 

 The following section is adapted from Using Simulation and Experiment to Develop a 

Design Methodology for Self-Shaping Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Multilayer Ceramic Composites 

published in Proceeding of the ASME 2023 POWER Conference (2023) [173]. 
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 For bimaterial composites deforming by bending into tube-like shapes, one principal axis 

curves while the perpendicular axis remains straight. The orientation of the axes with respect to 

the two-dimensional shape of the sheet has been studied by Pezzulla et al. [41], while Alben et 

al. [42] introduce reasoning for why certain bending directions are preferred as well as possible 

causes for misorientation of bending direction from theoretical predictions. 

 Beginning with the study of rectangular sheets, orientation of bending was shown to be a 

result of edge effects [42]. While the majority of the rectangular sheet bends, small regions at the 

boundaries and corners experience a small amount of stretching. These regions lower the local 

energy density, so to minimize the overall energy within the fully deformed sheet, these regions 

must be as large as possible. By bending the length of the sheet, these high energy regions may be 

maximized. For rectangles this means bending occurs such that a short thick tube is formed. 

Pezzulla then generalized this behavior to various symmetric canonical shapes including disks, 

triangles, pentagons, and hexagons [41]. For all these shapes, the longest length of the object 

bends. For shapes where there are multiple longest lengths, no preference occurs between these 

axes. For circles, this results in no preferred bending direction, and for squares either diagonal may 

bend while the other remains straight. These results have been replicated in experiment as shown 

in Figure 4.15. For rectangles, squares, and circles, the behaviors predicted by analytical 

understanding and FEM modeling coincide with deformation experienced by ceramic materials.  
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Figure 4.15: Diagrams of analytical predictions for bending direction which show 2D shape 

with blue dashed line indicating principal axis which will bend. Inset images show 

experimentally produced samples with bending direction consistent with theoretical predictions. 

Disks are 5 mm radius and 10 mm radius (left), squares have side lengths of 20 mm and 10 mm 

(right), and rectangle have dimensions 10 mm  x 20 mm (bottom). Substrate thickness is 150 µm 

and film thickness is 20 µm. Scale bar is 5 mm. Adapted from [173]. 

 As discussed in section 2.3.2, ceramics are far from an idealized or homogenous system. 

Alben et al. warn that the differences in energy between sheets bent in different directions is small, 

introducing a large potential to experience unexpected deformation modes. As can be seen in 

Figure 4.16 A, C, D, and E, misorientation of the bending direction occurs producing thin tubes 

and spirals. Unresolved deformation also occurs as shown in Figure 4.16 B. The presence of 

defects whether they may be irregularly sized air bubbles within the substrate, nonuniform film 

thickness, or imperfections in the 2D shape of the sheet may all contribute to these behaviors. As 
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also discussed in 2.3.2, these theoretical models do not account for body forces like gravity which 

become increasingly present with larger and heavier sheets. The 90o misorientation angle shown 

in Figure 4.16 A and C is particularly common with rectangles of high aspect ratio. It is possible 

with these samples that instead of minimizing the energy associated with stretching at the sheet 

boundaries, gravitational potential energy may be minimized.  

 

Figure 4.16: SOFC MCCs showing unexpected behaviors. 90o misoriented deformation 

direction (A, C). Varying local deformation (B, C, D). ~45o misoriented deformation direction 

(E). Scale bar is 5 mm. Adapted from [171]. 

 The composite shell model described in 4.4.2 successfully predicts the bending direction 

for rectangles and complex shapes such as the wave cell successfully. As was shown in Figure 

4.14, the rectangle has deformed by bending the longest length of the sheet. This was true for 

rectangles of aspect ratios from 25 to 1.064. Below this limit, a different mode of deformation was 

experienced. Pezzulla would predict one of the diagonals to bend while the other would remain 

straight, but this was not the case with this FEM model. Instead, all four corners bent as shown in 

Figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4.17: Deformed square composite shell FEM model. Adapted from [173]. 

 As described in section 4.5.4, when deforming, the sheet must first stretch then bifurcate 

into the bending mode. Stretching is an axisymmetric mode while bending requires a buckle where 

the curvature in one principal direction reduces to zero. As can be seen in Figure 4.18, at 

approximately this point of bifurcation the rectangle with aspect ratio of 1.064 shows a mirror 

symmetry of its Von Mises stress. The bottom image shows a rectangle with aspect ratio of 1.042 

two mirrored symmetries of its Von Mises stress. ABAQUS predicts this transition in aspect ratio 

to introduce the change in deformation direction between rectangles and squares, but does not 

accurately predict the deformation mode for squares. Pezzulla predicted the aspect ratio this 

transition would occur at to be 1.028 ± 0.0025 [41]. Disagreement between this prediction and 

what is observed here is only ~3 %.  
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Figure 4.18 Top: Rectangle with aspect ratio of 1.064. Bottom: Rectangle with aspect ratio of 

1.042. Both are colored by Von Mises stress at point of bifurcation. 

(MPa) 

(MPa) 
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 This issue with squares is also seen with circles as shown in Figure 4.19. For these highly 

symmetric shapes where multiple longest lengths of the sheet exist, the current 3D composite shell 

FEM model is unable to successfully buckle the structure in such a way that the lowest energy 

deformation shape is experienced. While this is problematic for these structures, more complex 

patterns contain few lines of symmetry enabling accurate predictions of shape. This is shown in  

Figure 4.20 for the wave cell. This enables the prediction of increasingly complex 3D geometries 

as will be discussed briefly in chapter 5.  

 

Figure 4.19: Deformed circular composite shell FEM model. Adapted from [173]. 
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Figure 4.20: Deformed wave composite shell FEM model. Inset image shows comparable 

experimental sample. Adapted from [173]. 
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5. Conclusions and Future Work 

5.1 Conclusions 

 Methods to control MCC layer architecture, as well as the overall 3D geometry have been 

shown. By introducing novel manufacturing techniques, ceramics can be better tailored for use in 

a wide variety of applications, offering significant benefits over the materials that are currently 

used. The first component of this thesis dealt with cell layer architecture. The introduction of fill 

coating enabled the creation of tSOFCs with internal active layers. Specifically, the IC-tSOFC was 

developed, which is well-suited for use in fuel rich environments such as those seen with 

combustion chambers. The efficacy of this deposition method was evaluated through mechanical 

analysis and electrochemical performance analysis of fully formed cells. Compared to traditional 

EC-tSOFCs produced using dip coating, the novel cell and deposition technique were shown to 

have comparably uniform electrolyte and cathode layers. The power production of IC-tSOFCs was 

shown to be 23 % lower than EC-tSOFCs, but more recent work has shown continual increases in 

the power production capabilities of IC-tSOFCs. The IC-tSOFC also successfully served as a 

testbed to analyze the effects of complex fuel compositions on SOFC performance. Impacts of fuel 

streams containing high concentrations of carbon monoxide and methane were studied, revealing 

performance decreases compared to pure and dilute hydrogen fuel streams. These effects, however, 

were expected and performance remained at levels indicating promising results in future work 

analyzing SOFC performance in prototype SOFC-CHP systems. 

 Though the development of the IC-tSOFC was successful, issues with cracking during 

sintering prompted a more comprehensive analysis of the residual stresses within MCCs as well 

as potential solutions. It was discovered that the IC-tSOFC geometry introduced tensile stresses to 
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the anode support due to mismatched TECs of the anode and electrolyte. This issue was remedied 

with the introduction of extended sintering procedures, which enabled plastic deformation 

processes such as creep stress relaxation to introduce small amounts of strain to the IC-tSOFC, 

reducing residual stresses below critical values, and significantly increasing the survival rate of 

IC-tSOFCs. 

 Though initial work dealt with reducing residual stresses within MCCs, tremendous 

potential was seen to utilize these stresses to alter the 3D geometry of MCCs. The second part of 

this thesis dealt with this idea. Tape cast ceramic sheets consisting of NiO-YSZ were coated with 

a thin YSZ film. With the application of a mask during spraying, the deposited film pattern could 

be controlled. Figure 5.1 shows some of the samples prepared using this technique. To produce a 

robust design methodology using this technique, thorough understanding of bilayer shrinkage 

driven self-shaping is necessary. To do this, previous work analyzing soft materials was adapted 

for the ceramic system. Focus was placed on curvature prediction and shape prediction. Early 

studies which derived final curvature from basic mechanics were applied to this system [39,40]. 

Though these predictions were consistent with FEM modeling, experimentally obtained curvatures 

were greater by an order of magnitude. Though the cause for this discrepancy is a topic of future 

investigation, an experimental TEC was introduced which fit the curvature predicted from the 

Timoshenko model to experimental data. This TECexp can then be used to predict the shape 

obtained in real-world MCCs.   
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Figure 5.1: MCCs formed using bilayer shrinkage driven self-shaping. Scale bar is 10 mm. 

 Shape prediction was also adapted from the soft matter world to the ceramic system 

following previous work from Pezzulla et al. [41] and Alben et al. [42]. Bifurcation between cap-

like and tube-like deformation modes was successfully predicted with comparison of the natural 

curvature and characteristic curvatures for both FEM and real-world experiments. Bending 

direction in the case of tube-deformation was generally shown to be consistent with analytical 

predictions where the longest length of the sheet is expected to bend. However, in the case of high 

aspect ratio rectangles, a 90o misorientation was observed as shown in Figure 5.1, potentially due 

to gravitational effects which have previously been ignored. FEM modeling for low symmetry 

shapes was shown to be consistent with analytical predictions, however for highly symmetric 

shapes such as circles and squares, multiple lines of symmetry bent. For increasingly complex 

objects with low symmetry, FEM has proven successful at predicting final shape. Though there is 

tremendous work to be done investigating fundamental principles controlling this self-shaping 

process, there is equally tremendous potential to begin producing highly complex structures like 

those shown in Figure 5.1. 
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5.2 Future work 

 As described in section 5.1, IC-tSOFC performance has continued to increase since its 

initial development. Possible improvements can be achieved through the use of multilayered 

electrolytes and cathodes [51], but the majority of work is expected to focus on integrating IC-

tSOFCs into combustion systems. With the aggressive shift away from fossil fuel powered HVAC 

systems, however, alternative applications are expected. The most promising of these applications 

is utilizing an otherwise harmful and unavoidable product of human existence, biogas [11–14,176–

179].  

 Unlike the development of IC-tSOFCs, work investigating self-shaping ceramics has 

introduced a myriad of questions worthy of exploration. Experimental composites experience 

much higher curvatures than predicted by FEM or analytical modeling. This motivates the 

production of many experimental samples, probing a wider range of substrate and film thicknesses. 

Mechanical analysis to obtain high temperature properties of ceramics would also aid this work. 

Beyond curvature, unexpected behaviors like misorientation of bending direction warrant further 

investigation and expansion of current models to include a wider number of outside forces. This 

experimental system also enables the investigation of sheets at scales currently unexplored, 

hopefully introducing exciting new deformation patterns. These potential future studies just deal 

with homogenous bilayer shrinkage. The ability to pattern the deposited film on both sides of the 

substrate introduces a seemingly limitless number of questions to be explored regarding 

interactions between pattern scale and sheet scale, periodic and nonperiodic patterns, trilayer 

shrinkage, and many more. In addition to answering these fundamental questions, we can begin to 

apply this technique to produce intricate objects for a myriad of applications as active materials, 

structural materials, and even artisanal materials as shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2: Composite shell FEM model of self-shaping ceramic crane. 
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